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Attention!
Murray State as it was when it
called Murray State College.
"It was very small with lovely
red bnck buildings and a hang
out called the Hub," she said. "It
was a very close-knit community
and we were all very close—My_
first roommate was an athlete and
I was a music major."
A native of Washington, N.J.,
Mary Alice Opdyke came to
Murray State to .pursue a career
in music. She was a band major,
sang soprano in the acappella
choir•and sang in MSU's Campus
Lights productions.
was

MARY MARSH
Kurth called me," Marsh said.
Marsh said she remembers

Upon graduation, she did graduate work at Western Kentucky
University and then decided on a
singing career.
"I went into professional enterIN See Page 2

Clintorr
gearing up
for more cuts
•

By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton and congressional
Democrats are readying an effort
to cut billions of dollars in federal spending amid signs the public
is thirsty for more budget
trimming.
Top Democrats had promised
to allow votes on a new round of
spending slashes in exchange for
conservative support for the
deficit-reduction package that
was enacted in August. Now that
they're back from their summer
recess, Many Democrats are eager
to fulfill that promise and Republicans — traditionally inclined
to cv spending — are likely to
go Avg,
"Back home, the message was,
'You guys have to start cutting
spending more and then we'll
believe you're serious about
reducing the deficit," Rep. Bill
Richardson, D-N.M., said last
week. "The politics are good."
Richardson meant that a
renewed assault on federal spending would play well with the voters. That would be refreshing for
Democrats, whose deficitreduction measure got a rocky
public reception.
That deficit-cutting package
was dominated by tax increases
— mostly on the wealthy, but
also on gasoline. Although the

50 CENTS

Kassing takes San Jose job

93 Marsh receives state award
By. AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
When retired Brig. Gen. Mary
A. Marsh of the U.S. Air Force
received a phone salt from Murray State University President
-Rranald J. Kurth, retired rear
admiral of the U.s. Navy, she
was very surprised.
"When he called, he said. 'this
is the Navy congratulating the
Air Force.' and that I had been
selected to receive the 1993 Outstanding Alumnas of Kentucky
Award," Marsh said.
Marsh, a 1951 graduate of
Murray State University, was one
of three people who were presented with the prestigious award
Sunday at a banquet in
Louisville.
"1 was totally amazed and
extraordinarily pleased when Dr.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Don W. Kassing, vice presi_dent for university relations
and administrative services at
Murray State University, has
accepted a position at San Jose
State University in San Jose,
Calif.
He will _assume_ the position
of vice president for administration beginning Nov. 1,
1993, at the 38th largest university in the country, with
28,000 students on its campus.
"It's an unusual opportunity
because of the size of the campus and prestige of the California State University System," Kassing said. "1 am
looking forward to this opportunity in California." Kassing's responsibilities
_will include financial management and- planning, information systems, human resources,

public safety, institutional
research and admission and
records.
"The time at Murray State
was very valuable," he said.
."Amy and I will always appreciate the time we spent here.
This has been very good for us
and I feel like I have been able
to make a contribution at Murray State."
Kassing came to MSU in
June of 1991 from Western
State College in Gunnison,
Colo., where he had_ served as
vice president for development
and public affairs since 1986.
At Murray State, Kassing
was responsible for several
areas within the university,
including accounting and
finance, administrative services, athletics, Breathitt Veterinary Ccnter, development
and alumni affairs, information
systems, marketing and public_

DON KASSING
relations, National Scouting
Museum, personnel services,
physical plant and the Wrathcr
West Kentucky Museum.
III See Page 2

Israel,
PLO sign
peace accord

Helping Hands

WASHINGTON (AP) — Israel
and the Palestine Liberation
Organization signed an accord_
today to bring self-government to
Palestinians, marking a momentous step toward peace.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin and PLO Chairman Yasser
Arafat, enemies for a generation,
stood with President Clinton in
brilliant sunshine as the accord
was signed by the; 7
representatives.
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres and Arafat's aide,
Mahmoud Abbas, signed the
agreements, the Israeli first and
the Palestinian official second.
"We are sincere. We mean
business. We do not seek to
shape your life or determine your
destiny," Peres said to Palestinians shortly before signing the'
agreement. He also looked ahead
with hope to the prospect of
reaching agreements with the
Arab nations of Jordan, Lebanon
and Syria.
Said Abbas: "Peaceful cooperation and coexistence arc the
'means for reaching understanding
and for realizing the hopes of the
Palestinians and the Israelis.'

AMY WILSON/Ledger & Tones photo

About 122 people from Maranatha Volunteers International and Helping Hands of Kentucky-Tennessee conference gathered Sunday to help build
the new Seventh-Day Adventist Church, located at Sycamore and 15th streets. Volunteers from at least 10 states came to offer their skills. The
building that formerly served as the church will be sold and moved from the site.

See Page 2

Founders' Day commemorates MSU's 70th year
Murray State University will
celebrate its 70th year of providing higher education with a
Founders' Day ceremony on
Wednesday, Sept. 15 at 3 p.m.
During the program,- which
will be held in Lovett Auditorium, 1993's Golden Horseshoe
award winners will be
recognized.
The Golden Horseshoe awards
are presented annually to recognize the service of dedicated
Murray State alumni who have
held responsible positions and
who have- through- significant and.
continuing support contributed to
the excellence of the university.
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WILSON GANTT

EVENTS
II Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet Tuesday at 1 p m in the office of
Judge Executive George Weaks
II Calloway County School Board
will meet Tuesday at 7 p m in the superintendent's office
•USU Presidential Search Committee will meet Wednesday at 5 p m with
students and 6 p m with deans. vice
presidents and chairs

Y.•-•

DAN SHIPLEY

FORUM

This year's four recipients are concert and marching band,
James Davis, Wilson Gantt, Pat orchestra and the Men's Glee
Club. He worked on "Campus
McCuiston and Dan Shipley.
Lights" productions. was a class
Davis, a 1940' B.M.E. graduate
of Murray State, is a former officer. a Shield yearbook staffer
member of both MSU's board of and was named to Who's Who
Among Students in American
regents and the MSU Foundation
board of trustees. He is a retired Colleges and Universities. A resipresident and chief executive dent of Point Clear, Ala., Davis
officer of Central Bank and
was MSU's first-ever drum
Trust. In 1976. he established the
major. He has four children.
Gantt, who graduated in 1941
James Davis Scholarship for
music majors at the university. with a B.S. in Physical Education
To date, 21 students have benefit- and in 1947 with a M-A.E.,
ted from that scholarship.
retired from Murray State as dean
During his years at Murray of admissions and registrar. He is
State, DaY11 -was active in the - a-inersiger of both- the-Pre-6140ms
Vivace Club, Physical Education
Club, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, the •See Page 2
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• Murray State put up a valiant fight
against the country's top Division I-AA
team, but a lack of offense couldn't support a courageous defensive effort and
the Racers tell 29-3

Voter turnout was higher than
expected, Nanney said. More
than 100 ballots were cast
Saturday.
"The last time we had only
four (people) to vote and that
included the two who we-re—w—o-tring the booth," Nanney said.

.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Residents in the Almo-Dexter
fire district elected two new
members to its board of - trustees
•
Saturday.
Billy Garland and Charles
Hoke were elected to serve oneyear terms. Bob Nanney, the
board's treasurer who was
appointed. by Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weeks,
said the new members will be
sworn in Tuesday.
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REVIVAL
Hilltop Baptist Church
September 13-17

Evangelist
Rev. William B. Miller

Pastor
Rev. Richard West

7:30 p.m.

7 p.m. Preaching

Prayer Meeting

Everyone Welcome— Please Come & Worship With Us!

Club and the Racer Athletic
Association. A life member and
former president of the MSU
Alumni Association, Ganu has
devoted considerable time to raising funds for the Regional Special Events Center and the reestablishment of the "M" Club.
While a student, Ganu was a
member of the Debate Club, the
International Relations Club and
the Physical Education Club. He
also served as manager of both
the football and basketball teams
and was named to Who's Who
Among Students in American.'
Colleges and Universities. He and
his wife, Virginia, live in Murray.
They have two sons, one of
whom, Dr. Vernon Gantt, teaches
at Murray State.
McCuiston, a 1939 physical
education graduate, is a retired
banker and former Kentucky state
senator. For many years he
served as the Chairman of the
banking and insurance committee. He was instrumental in securing the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center for
MSU, and played a major part in
the transfer of the Breathitt Veterinary Center laboratory from
the state department of agriculture to MSU. McCuiston also is a
life member of the alumni association and its former president. In
1978, he was named a Distinguished Alumnus of the
university.
As an undergraduate, he was a
member of the freshman basketball team, the Agriculture Club,
the Physical Education Club and
the Shield yearbook staff.
McCuiston and his wife. Clara,
live in Pembroke, Ky. and have
three sons.
A 1954 agricultural education
graduate. Shipley is co-owner of
the Murray Insurance Agency.
Together with 1992 Golden
Horseshoe recipient Owen Bil-

lington, he established the
Billington-Shipley Scholarship at
MSU to help agribusiness majors.
Shipley too is a life member and
former president of the alumni
association. He is active in the
Racer Athletic Association and is
a Member of the Presidents Club.
During his years at Murray
State, Shipley was active in the
Agriculture Club, the Student
Organization and the Baptist Student Union. He served for three
years as class editor of the Shield_
yearbook and was named to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Univesitics. He and his wife, Mary, live
in Murray and have two
daughters.

SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
Sept. 10
•Three people were injured in a three-car accident on Ky.
121 N. near Five Points Welding at approximately 3:30 p.m.
According to reports, eastbound cars driven by Susan Williamson, Mayfield, and James Leh& Litchfield, were stopped
in a line of traffic when another eastbound vehicle, driven by
Julie Smith, Mayfield, failed to stop and hit the Williamson
vehicle which hit the Laha vehicle. Smith, Williamson and a
passenger in the Williamson vehicle, 7-year-old Timmy Roach
of Mayfield, were transported to the Murray-Calloway County
4ospital were they were treated and released.
Sept. 12
•
- A two-car accident at the intersection of Van Cleave Road
and Ky. 94 E. at approximately 6:30 p.m. left three people
injured. Apparently Linda Kimbro, Rt. 6 Murray, failed to see a
vehicle driven by Kristi Ferns, Rt. 3 Murray, who was stopped
in the eastbound lane on Ky. 94 waiting to turn onto Van
Cleave Road and hit the vehicle in the rear. The Farris vehicle
slid approximately 51 feet before coming rest. Both drivers
were transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Farris
was treated and released. Kimbro was listed in stable condition but will require surgery, .a hospital spokesman said..
KENTUCKY STATE POLICE
•A mother and daughter were pronounced dead on the
scene after their car collided with another vehicle, driven by
Larry W. Sanders, at the intersection of Ky. 381 and CubaDus-Muff Road, near Mayfield. Police could not tell who was
driving the other vehicle in which Donna Story, 37, Mayfield,
and her daughter, 16-year-old Emily McReynolds, were riding.
Another passenger, McReynold's 18-month-old son Dustin,
was treated and released from Pine Lake Medical Center.
Apparently the Story-McReynolds vehicle failed to stop at a
stop sign on Cuba-Dus-Muff Road and collided with the Sanders' vehicle, which was southbound on Ky. 381. The accident
is being investigated by reconstructionist Trooper Dennis
Crawford.

•Marsh...
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1993 Olds Ciera S
Pwr. windows, locks & seat, recliner, AM/FM
cassette, rear defogger, V-6, .air bag.

93 995
Sale Price

9

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
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A native of St. Louis, he
earned both a bachelor's and a
master's degree at St. Louis
University.
His academic history
includes two years as president
of the Granite City (III.) campus of the Belleville (III.) Area
College District. He also
served as coordinator/
instructor of career management and marketing programs
for the comprehensive corn-

Salespeople Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom, Tripp
Purdom, Janice Asbridge

753-5315

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
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munity college for nine years.
His business experience in
the corporate sector includes
nine years with Brown Group
Inc., a Clayton, Mo., shoe
company, and three years as
an accountant and computer
analyst with the Fisher Body
Division of General Motors
Corporation in St. Louis.
He and his wife, the former
Amy D'Antonio of Orange,
NJ., have three sons — Don,
Jeff and Brian.

to serve as choir director for tht.
chapel on base and the choir,
which eventually had 60 members and performed several concerts throughout Germany," she
said.
She was selected as a distinguished graduate of Murray State
in 1985 and came back to MSU
in 1991 when she was an honoree
in the homecoming parade and
sang the national anthem at the
homecoming game.
Marsh lives in Schertz, Texas,
with her husband, Halbert, who is
a retired World War II ace fighter
pilot. She is currently active in
city council, as well as local
development organizations and
veterans affairs. Her son, Doug
Garrett Jr., is a 1976 graduate of
Murray State.
Other recipients of the OAK
award were Pierce Lively, a
senior judge of the U.S. Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals; and
William T. Young, outstanding
businessman, civic leader and
philanthropist.

report on trimming government
are a possibility, according to
White House budget chief Leon
Panetta and others.
But on Capitol Hill, many lawmakers are already trying to
influence the package.
Rep. Tim Penny, D-Minn., one
his party's leading advocates of
spending cuts, is pushing for a
meeting this week with, House
Democratic leaders to discuss the
upcoming votes.

"My main concern is they submit a vehicle we can build on"
with amendments for even bigger
spending cuts, said Penny. "1
want to make sure we have a
base vehicle that can pass."
Another hawk on spending
cuts, Sen. Robert Kerrey, D-Neb.,
said he hoped several senators
from both parties would meet this
week and agree to pressure the
White House to offer as many
spending cuts as possible.

II Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
tax effect on most Americans was
minimal, Republicans were successful in winning broad public
support for their position that the
bill was too heavy with taxes and
too soft on spending cuts.
White House officials have yet
to decide how big their spending
cut proposal will be, or what will
be in it. Some of the savings
included in Vice President Gore's

•

FROM PAGE 1
tainment, which included a lot of
musical work and during a show
with some Air Force recruiters, I
was talked into joining," she said.
Because of her background in
music, the recruiters were especially interested in her being the
first female vocalist in the Air
Force Band.
"Although I have never
dropped my music, I did not participate in the band," Marsh said.
"Instead, I began working in the
executive area."
She was commissioned as a
lieutenant in 1959, graduated
from the National War College in
1976 and graduated from the
Tuck Executive Program at Dartmouth College in 1981.
Her assignments have taken
her across the world, from Saigon
to Germany. Throughout her military career, music has played an
important role.
"While I was base commander
in Hahn, Germany, I was asked
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Rizpah Shrine Circus
Tuesday,
September 14

"MENOPAUSE"
One Hour FREE Lecture Series
Fcannrio,1)1(
( )13/( 7\1111t,-1zbt-\
nt,nv,1

Show times at 10 a.m., 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
West Ky. Expo Center

Tuesday, September 21, 1993 7 p m

minnow\( nifookv

College Farm Road
6.00 Advance Sale Tickets
may be purchased at the
Chamber of Commerce and
Racer Coastal Mart

Come One, Come All
Join in the Fun!

\ JIRAK.M.1).

Join Dr.Jirak ib he discusses the changes that()conLittrin., menopaiise and the '<wadable treannent tin( m.
7711/11 MI( nmiti, III ( n-
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PINELAKE MEDICAL CENTER
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1099 Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, Kentucky 4200;

Kontucky Kam Portrapanne Moopotal
Hostrai
OPTION 2000

Proceeds will benefit the Rizpah
Shrine Temple activities.
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H,EALTH TRUST
INC.

Provident Preferred Network
Kermit ky Teat hers Retirement System
Center Care Network
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Parliament convenes to approve end of white rule
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CAPE TOWN, South Afnca
(AP) — Parliament convenes
today to pass legislation that
would end white rule, but there
will be bitter opposition from
white conservatives who have
threatened civil war lithe bills
pass.
At issue in this 11-day special
session are four bills, approved in
black-white negotiations, that
would put the country on an
irreversible path toward multiracial democracy.
The most controversial would
establish a Transitional Executive
Council, a multiracial panel representing the different political
groups that would help govern
the country until elections are

held next year.
The council would severely
undercut the president's powers
and have the power to veto presidential legislation.
The other bills would set up a
commission to oversee the country's first multiracial elections.
and formally end government
control of the media.
Debate on them was not
expected until next week, and
Parliament must meet again in
November to approve a new,
post-apartheid 'Constitution being
worked out by black and white
negotiators.
The laws are virtually assured
passage in the all-white Parliament, which is dominated by

President F.W. de Klerk's
National Party, but it won't be
smooth. The right-wing ConservatIVC Pany leader. Ferdi Hartzenbcrg, said he was "ready for
the fight"xla
bills.
The Conservatives have 39
seals in Parliament to the National Party's 93 and have virtually
no chance of forming an alliance
with other white parties to block
the legislation. But militant white
extremists_ who support apartheid
could Cause violent disruptions
that would-threaten fair balloting.
Passage of the bills also could
spark backlashes by black groups
opposed to them. The biggest of
these groups is the lnkatha Free-

Strike called by PLO opponents,
festive mood reigns in Jericho
NABLUS, Occupied West
Bank (AP) — A strike called by
Palestinian opponents of the
Israel-PLO agreement -shut dowri
much of the Gaza Stnp and. West
Bank today. But a festive mood
reigned in Jericho, where supporters danced, waved Palestinian
flags and paraded huge pictures
of Yasscr Arafat.
Police called up extra forces
nationwide after an Israeli bus
driver and three -soldicu were
killed in several attacks 5n Sunday. Three Palestinians were also
killed, including the man who
attacked the bus driver.
Most of the attacks. were
blamed on Muslim fundamentalists, underscoring their *termination to continue "armed
struggle."
Mille Minister Yitzhak Rabin,
en route to the signing of the
agreement in Washington, told
Israelis: "We have no choice but

to grit our teeth and fight those
who carry out the murderous
attacks," while making peace.
he'd.'
‘
Pointing to the bloods
right-wing leaders urged Rabin to
cancsl plans to sign the accord
giving Palestinians autonomy.
starting in the Gaza Strip and the
West Bank city of Jericho.
"The hand that pulled the trigger is not different than Arafat's
blood-soaked hands." said Likud
party lawmaker Zahi Hancgbi.
referring to the ambush on the
soldiers.
A general strike called in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip by
Hanus.._and Islamic Jihad, two
fundamentalist groups, was gen.
erally:observed.
In Nablus, the West Bank's
largest town, shops were shuttered, but some cars displayed
olive branches and photographs
of Arafat. Supporters greeted
passing cars with shouts of "sha-

One delivery achieved;
one to go for Discovery
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — A network of springs
nudged a 5363 million communications satellite into space as Discovery's five-man crew accomplished one of the chief jobs of
its.10-day mission.
The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite was
bounced_ from the shuttle cargo
, bay .. hoiirs after launch Sunday,
then propelled by a rocket from
Discovery's 184-mile altitude to
a 22,300-mile-high orbit less than
an twin: later.
The 3-ton satellite, called
ACTS, is designed_ to transmit
data 20 times faster than present
craft and could one day shrink
the size of satellite dishes on
1 2 feet in diameter,
Earth to 1/
project managers said.
With one space delivery down,
Discovery's astronauts had one to
go.
Astronaut Daniel Bursch reached into the cargo bay this morning with the shuttle's 50-foot
robot arm and grabbed hold of a
reusable German platform carry-

ing a star -scanning ultraviolet
telescope.
"Good job," said Mission
Control's Jay Apt, who watched
video images beamed down from
the shuttle. "We had a beautiful
view the whole time."
The telescope, along with spectrographs mounted on the
I,500-pound pallet, was to he
hoisted out of the shuttle and
released today after tests by
astronauts and ground controllers.
The satellite will trail Discovery by 40 miles for about a week
before Bursch reels it in for the
trip home.
The S70 million German financed project -is designed to
study celestial objects, including,
white dwarfs and supernovas, in
an attempt to understand the life
cycle of stars.
After nearly twit months of
delays related to equipment problems, payload concerns, even a
meteor shower, Discovery roared
into orbit on time without a hitch
early Sunday.

lom!" the Hebrew word for
peace.
Protesters burned tires in the
streets of the Batata refugee
camp, where slogans on the wall
reflected the dis mons:
Graffiti of the Democratic
Front — a PLO faction opposed
to the agreement
declared that
"whoever signs does not represent our people." Aratat•s supporters wrote that "the recognition of the PLO is the recognition
of the Palestinian state."

— Murray
Ledger Ik Times
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Jessica getting accustomed
to new parents after one month
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (AP)
— A 2% -year-old girl removed
from a Michigan couple who
raised her and turned over to her
birth parents last month is beginning to call her new father
"Daddy."
Dan Schmidt said he had a difficult first night consoling his
daughter Jessica. She cried and
asked for Jan and Roberta
DeBocr, who took her home to
Ann Arbor, Mich., days after her
birth, planning to adopt her, They
raised her until she was returned
to the Schmidts under court
order.
"It was time for bed and she
was exhausted and said she
wanted her own bed, wanted her
Daddy and Mommy (the
DeBoers), and she cried for a
half-hour," Schmidt told the syn-

dicated television program
"American Journal."
It is the first interview Dan and
Cara Schmidt, of Blairstown,
have given since Jessica was
returned in a tearful transfer on
•
Aug. 2.
Schmidt said the girl is beginning to call him "Daddy"
although she still thinks of the
DeBocrs.
Cara Schmidt, then Cara
Clausen, had given the child up
for adoption after birth on Feb. 8,
1991, in Cedar Rapids. She had
named her current boyfriend
instead of Schmidt as the baby's
father.
She soon changed her mind,
told Dan Schmidt of his paternity
and they began trying to get Jessica back in March 1991. They
got married in 1992.

Need auto insurance?
Check with us firist.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

ing
elocat
R
Mehdi Ahmadi, M.D.
Murray Oncology Associates
announces the opening
of his practice in

Medical Oncology
Suite 376W -- New Location
Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
(Cancer Specialist)

scN

Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-4199
Monday - Friday 9 a m -4 30 p m

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

61h & Main
753-0489
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ANALYSIS

GOP membership
polled on issues;
who's in charge?
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer

—

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Take solace Republicans: This letter
from GOP Chairman Haley Barbour asks for your ideas, not your
money.
With a cover letter from Barbour, the Republican National Committee is mailing surveys to 805,000 GOP officials, activists and
donors and asking that they be returned by the end of the month.
The 28-question survey seeks Republicans views on a wide array
of domestic and foreign policy issues — from abortion, taxes and
education to whether they believe it is time to lift the trade embargoes against Vietnam and Cuba.
The survey is being paid for by the Republican National Committee, and the results will be shared with GOP organizations and
candidates as well as the National Policy Forum, a new think tank
affiliated with the national GOP.
"It is part of my effort to give people in the states and local
communities more of a voice in what we are saying and doing and
to let people outside of Washington have more impact on Republican policies, programs and positions," Barbour said in an
interview.
Many of the questions are geared to learning Republican opinion
heading into the fall and early 1994 congressional debates.
For example, the survey also asks Republicans to describe their
views on the North American Free Trade Agreement, term limits,
whether political action committee contributions should be banned
and whether taxpayer funds should be used to pay for congressional
campaigns.
The survey dedicated four detailed questions to health care, as
the party seeks to determine how its supporters feel about malpractice reforms, the use of taxes to pay for universal health care and
whether the government should set spending limits and price controls as part of national health care reform.
There are also three questions dealing with abortion, as Barbour
seeks information to help him referee the internal GOP fight
between conservatives and moderates over whether the national
Republican platform should maintain its anti-abortion plank.
Barbour said the surveys were mailed to all Republican elected
officials nationwide, members of national, state and county GOP
organizations, all donors to the RNC in the last year and members
of the National Federation of Republican Women.
By the time he was done with a speech Friday to the Christian
Coalition's annual meeting, Democratic National Committee Chairman David Wilhelm had heard a good deal of boos and hisses.
But for a moment at the start of his speech, Wilhelm had the
2,000 Christian activists laughing, thanks to a quick joke to the
overwhelmingly Republican audience.
"I feel a little like a fur salesman at an animal rights convention,'' Wilhelm said.
Maybe Phil Gramm was doing his Al Haig imitation.
The Texas senator was talking to the Christian Coalition gathering when he outlined the stakes of the 1994 Senate elections, when
a net gain of seven would give Republicans the majority.
"You give me a Republican majority in the Senate and I will
shut down the Clinton tax and spend administration and you won't
have to wait until 1996," Gramm said, sounding very much in
charge.
Maybe he'll even get some help from Sen. Bob Dole — who at
last' check was still the Senate Republican leader.
Coneheads in Congress?
No, but a new poster distributed by the American Conservative
Union uses the latest in photo and computer technology to make
three Democratic House leaders look like the famous "Saturday
Night Live" characters who claimed to be from Southern France
and considered "mass quantities" of egg yolks the perfect meal.
"They're not from the South of France — they just _junket
there," reads one dig in the ACU poster, which shows likenesses of
Speaker Thomas Foley, House Majority leader Richard Gephardt
and House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski as Conchcads.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The State Journal. Frankfort:
The Governor's Commission on Quality and Efficiency is winding
down its exhaustive study of state government, aiming toward producing a set of firm proposals for Gov. Brereton Jones.
...In general terms, the commission will recommend substantive
changes in the current merit system law governing state employees
and serious reorganization of government agencies by consolidating
cabinets and downgrading some that now have full cabinet status.
As far as reorganization is concerned, the current makeup of state
government has evolved haphazardly over the last 20 years, with
cabinets created by governors to satisfy particular interests or to fulfill
campaign promises. Each new cabinet represents a higher level of
administrative structure — and costs — that often can't be justified
under sound management practices.
Yet, each of those cabinets is capable of producing mountains of
evidence attesting to its value and necessity at the top of the government hierarchy. The commission, then, must be prepared to present
the governor and later the legislature with just as much evidence of
the need for major organizational change if its proposals stand a
chance of surviving the inevitable opposition to them.
-Thus the Commission on Quality and Efficiency, despite nearing its
end, has its most difficult task ahead — convincing the skeptics and
the special interests that its proposals are•honesL worthwhile and
workable.

Does cable uproar really matter?
With all the uproar about cable
and the potential loss of some
stations, I'm beginning to think it
doesn't matter.
If anyone has sat in front of the
television during primctime Lately, it should be obvious we are
not in for a big thrill this year.
The previews I have seen thus
far are lacking in all the areas of
so-called entertainment. Most are
sitcoms. None are funny.
The new fall season is kicking
off but I wouldn't recommend
learning how to program your
VCR so you won't miss anything.
We are being bombarded with
mindless, so-called sitcoms that
would bore a rock. (Suddenly I
have a longing for Gilligan 's
Island or the Brady Bunch — or
even Father Knows Best.)
Are network people so
entrenched in fantasy that they
can't even come up with one
show that even remotely resembles real life?
Or are we, as a viewing audience, to be subjected to a flurry
of shows about middle-class
Americans who barely make ends
meet but everyone always has a
laugh and nothing is ever
repossessed?
For-the past several years-, television has fluctuated between the

with a young man who contracted
completely stupid and the horrifiAIDS after a casual affair.
cally violent. I'm guessing the
Viewers watched how others
phrase "happy medium" is not in
interacted_ with this person .and.
the vocabulary of most television
how his illness progressed until
writers.
he finally died.
Most dramatic programs have
This was a family show, which
fizzled out. Somehow truly
aired at 6 p.m. on Sundays. The
humorous shows got off on the
topics discussed each week were
wrong track.
handled in a way to provoke conThere isn't a whole kit left. For
versationS amOnig family
instance, the war finally ended in
members.
Korea so the M•A•S•H unit left,
Watching Life GOC8 On paved
Cheers closed its doors and the
way for children to learn
—the
--bags,
-their
Cosby-s- packed
about "real life" in a way that
Granted the Cosby Show was
was civilized. Questions about
not an exact portrayal of middlesex, drug use, handicaps, money
class life, but at least some of the
and other issues v.ere handled
issues were related to day-to-day
with care.
activities.
This show is not like watching
Shows that have meaning and
Married With Children where
substance are on the verge of
relationships are exaggerated
extinction. One of my favorite
beyond recognition and viewers
programs, Life Goes On, was
get cheap laughs when Al comes
cancelled.
out with a good one-liner bashing
In the Later episodes of the
his. wife, Peg.
show, the main storylinc dealt

I realize everything as dramatized, but Life Goes On and programs like it are 10 times better
than two single moms who have
six kids and they all live together
and everything always works out.
1 can't imagine what children
today think when they watch television. Even Saturday morning
cartoons are out of whack.
The little time I have to relax
in front of the television is not so
enjoyable anymore. There are
hardly any programs I can't wait
to get home to see.
Even various movie channels
are hum-drum.
So as the cable war drones on,
I'm thinking it doesn't matter if
any of the networks come to an
agreement (except maybe ESPN
and the Weather Channel).
Why should we pay S24 or
more a month for programming
that is virtually worthless? If
prices are going up and quality is
going down, shouldn't consumers
make a stand?
It seems there is a huge tug-ofwar between cable companies and
the major networks. Unfortunately, the consumers are the ones
who ultimately fall in the
mudhole.
But, such is the case with
almost anything these days.
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Jones busy with 'secret'schedule
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) —
Most people in Kentucky don't
really have a handle on what it is
Gov. Brereton Jones does with
his day. The presumption, of
course, is that he does things that
are somehow, well, gubernatorial.
Making momentous decisions.
Thinking weighty thoughts. Cutting ribbons, even.
Certainly, the plate of public
policy overflows with important
issues: health care, education, a
shrinking state tax base, crowded
prisons, an endangered environment. Even closer to Jones' heart:
a threatened horse industry and
casino gambling.
Jones, of course, refuses to
reveal the details of his day. His
schedule is a secret document, he
insists. It is none of the business
of the people who elected him
and pay his salary and provide
the nice house in which he lives
to know what. exactly he does to
earn his keep.
But there have been some clues
recently that offer a glimpse at
the sometimes curious workings
of the administration of Gov.
Brereton Jones.
Last week, Jones ordered
S10,429 of taxpayer money spent
for a full-page advertisement in
the Cincinnati Enquirer. The ad
was composed entirely of a letter
from Jones, on his official stationery, that waxed poetic about
how wonderful and publicspirited is one Carl H. Lindner Jr.
Lindner, a hugely Successful
multimillionaire businessman in
Cincinnati, had apparently had
his feelings hurt by a series of
articles in the Enquirer about his
various business ventures. Jones

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
spent the money to make Lindner
feel better.
He said the advertisement was
.also useful as an economic development tool because it showed
Ohio companies that Kentucky
cares about its business big shots
and would never do anything to
hurt their feelings.
Jones said he found out about
the Lindner series from a mutual
friend, wham he declined to identify. He also said it was his idea
to buy the ad and he reportedly
wrote the letter. Lindner. Jones
said, had become a Kentucky
businessman too, placing offices
of two of his companies in Kentucky. Lindner also took advantage of various state incentives,
including $4 million in loans, for
the moves.
As is his practice, Jones dismissed with a laugh any question
about whether the money contri-

hilted by Lindner, his friends and
his family --- 524,500 by one
count — to Jones' own Nlitical
campaigns influenced his decision. Jones always dismisses with
a laugh any question about
whether a political contribution
influenced a decision. And the
question seems to come up a lot.
Comforting a friend was not
enough to do last week, so Jones
also delved into music promotion
and review. Aghast at the lyrics
of a particular artist who Was
booked to play at Freedom Hall,
Jones took. it upon himself to suggest that the State Fair Board
take an active role in reviewing
the material of musicians who
might play there.
This wasn't just a passing
issue. During the state fair, Jones
spoke to members of the board.
He made a point of mentioning it
to a speech to a Baptist conven-

Attention Washington!
US. REP, TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

lion last week. He brought it up
again during a news conference
last week. He even called one
reporter to read some of the lyrics he found most revolting.
The offending artist was Dr.
Die, a southern California rap
and hip-hop artist who has had a
phenomenal career as a singer
and producer. He also holds
something of a pioneer status in
the rap music field. A recent cover article in Rolling Stone magazine called Dr. Die the "chief
architect of what is known as
West Coast gangsta rap."
_Jones said it was the "vilest
most horrible thing" he had ever
heard and the state shouldn't be
promoting it.
(The state, incidentally, is not .
the promoter. The fair board
merely rented Freedom Hall to a
booking company that put on the
show.)
There is no evidence Dr. Dre
— Rolling Stone said he signs his
checks Andre Young — contributed to any of Jones' political
campaigns so it is safe to assume
that has nothing to do with the
governor's interest.
Jones, remember, was the one
who said he needed to save all of
his political capital to ensure passage of the most progressive,
comprehensive health care reform
package in the nation. Apparently, he had enough spare change
— and spare time — left over to
take on the topic of foul language
in a musical genre that is arguably one of the significant opportunities for social commentary by
urban blacks.
It's good to see he's keeping
busy.
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Surprise party on Sunday
The family of Mary Murdock Cook will honor her with a surprise birthday celebration on Sunday. Sept. 19. from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the .Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. All
friends and relatives of Mrs. Cook (Aunt Dibble) are invited to
attend this special event on her 93rd birthday.

TOPS Chapter plans open house
Hardin- TOPS- -(-take -off---pounds- sensibly)- Chapter well have an
open house on Tuesday. Sept. 14. from 7 to 8 p.m. at the Hardin
Library. This is for all interested persons. For more information
call Tracy Jarvis at 1-527-7098.
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Young Actors' Guild to meet

THEOS meeting on Tuesday

Ortunate-

the ones
in the

THEOS. a support. group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 2 p.m. in Annex of-Calloway County
Public Library. The THEOS name, a registered trademark, stands
for "They-Help-Each Other- Spiritually.". This.is a mutual- self-help
group which has provided a supportive, educational and nonsectarian spirutal program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Dr. David Roos, 753-3824, Lillian Steele. 753-2875,
Opal Howard, 753-1998, Bella Moody, 753-0172, or Karen Isaacs,
753-2411.
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Southwest Council meeting Tuesday
Southwest Calloway Elemenury School Site-Based Council will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 14, at 5:30 p.m. at the school. Items on the
agenda include discussion of various committees and their roles,
plus placement of faculty, staff and parents on these committees for
1993-94 school year. No special training is required for these committees with only prerequisite being- caring about children. Kent
Barnes, principal, urges all members and interested persons to
attend.

Calloway Athletic Boosters to meet
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday. Sept. 14,
at 7 p.m. at the office of Board of Education. Everyone interested
in promoting the athletic-programs at Calloway County High
School and Middle School is invited and encouraged to attend and
participate.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday. Sept. 15, at 4 p.m. in the home economics room of the school. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Murray AAUW will meet
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women
will meet Tuesday. Sept. 14, at 6:30 p.m. This will be the annual
potluck dinner to welcome new potential members. It will be held
at the home of Marian Fuller at the corner of King Richard Drive
and Robin Hood. Members are asked to bring a dish and a guest.
anyone interested in the program of AAUW is cordially invited to
attend. The only requirement for membership is a college degree.
For directions, information or to share a ride, call Betty Boston at
7594923, evenings, or 753-3366, days.
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Young Actors _Guild of Murray/CalloWay Community Theatre
will have its first meeting of the school year on Tuesday,-Sept. 14,
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at the Playhouse in the Park. An election of
officers will be held by the new YAG advisor. Vicki Jones. Each
one is asked to bring SIftfor pizza. "YAG is for musically and
theatrically talented high school students who want to perform, as
well as those who enjoy working behind-the-scenes at a theatre.
New mbmers are welcome." according to Playhouse spokesman.
For information call 759-1752.
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Monday, Sept. 13
Suburbao Homemakers Club/7
pm./honse of Betty Wilson.
Murray Middle School Site-Based DeciS1011 Making Council/7 pm/office of
principal.
Calloway County Fire Distnct 2/Wildcat
One Stop Grocery on highway 280 at 7
p.m.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
Club/6:30 p m./Pagliai•s
Lodge 728 of Woodmea of World/6
p rw/Log Cabin Restaurant.
Single Toon p.m./Louie' Steak House
Info/Wynnona, 753-7845 or Joe.
I.527-Y177
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p m /Education Unit. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Memorial BaptIst_Church events include
Week of Prayer program/7 p.m. and
Puppets/8 pm.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Bazaar Workshop/9 a m., Dorothy
McKenzie Circle/I p.m /Mary Vidmer
hostess; Dorothy Moore Circle/7:15

1

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities Tuesday and Thursday, Sept. 14 and 15. On Tuesday the group will
meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre for a fundraiser for
the upcoming dance and calendars. This FUN meeting will be
called by Auctioneer Dan Farris and all singles should bring white
elephant items and prepare for an evening of laughing. Also September birthdays will be celebrated. On Wednesday the group will
meet at § p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to carpool/caravan to the
country western dance lessons at Bordertown. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

UDC Chapter plans meeting
The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday. Sept. 15, at 1 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. John -J. Livesay, Sycamore Street, Murray. Barbara Smotherman, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Chestnut Grove plans services
Chestnut Grove AME Church at Hazel will have a three-night
gospel drive. The Rev. Ed Jackson of Decatur, Ill.;pastor of Macedonia Missionary Baptist Church, Champaign, Ill., will .be the
speaker for services at 7:30 p.m. from Wednesday, Sept. 15,
thtough Friday; Sept. 17. The Rev. Robert Washum; pastor, invites
• -1
the public to attend.

Coffee Break planned
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday. Sept. 14, at
9:30 a.m. This weekly emtnt is
for all interested persons who
meet for Bible study and
refreshments.

Vickie Knight

Knight named
State Queen
Vickie Knight of Coldwater
was recently crowned TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) Queen for
the state of Kentucky.
Knight was crowned recently
at the State Recognition Day held
at Executive Inn, Paducah.
She represented Kentucky at
International Recognition Day
held in July at Cedar Rapids.
lowa.
To become state queen. Knight
lost more weight than anyone in
the state and went to her goal in
1992.
Knight lost 112'/. pounds to
earn the Kentucky Title.
She is a member of Chapter
eKY 336 at Benton.

Oaks' Ladies
plan activities
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
Scpt. 15.
A luncheon will he served at
noon with Linda Pate. Gina Brandon and Vicki Crick as chairmen
of the event.
Other hostesses will be Melva
Hatcher, Mary Ann lirgrw.e,
Ethelene McCallon, Urbcna
Kocnen, Carol Julian, Cathy
Hopkins, Mary Dortch, Mary
Alice Smith, Janet Farmer, Carolyn Hargrove, Ruth Caldwell,
Linda Beane, Tern i Benton, Ruby
Herndon, Shirley Martin, Faye
McConnell, Claire Benton, Jean
Holloway', Paula Hulick, Soundra
Edwards, Cheryl Elkins, Linda
Drake, Sue Smiths Jo Anne Aucr
and Karen..Belcher.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
A golf scramble will start at
9:30 a.m. with Irene Woods as
hostess. Persons will be paired at
the tee:
Winners of golf scramble play
on Wednesday, Sept. 8, have
been released by Sue Wells and
Agnes Payne-, hostesses, as
follows:
First place team - Laura Parker, Bobbie Burks. Sue Veazey
and Terry Sherucr,
Second place team - Jodi Manning, Agenes Payne and Sue
Wells; .
Third place team - Sue Lamb,
Mary Alice Garner and Grace
James;
Fourth -place team • Della -Mill,
en, Joanne Honcfanger, Crystal
Parks and Doris Rose.

Boy Scout
First Baptist Church events include
Associational Sunday School Clinic/7-9
pm. and Betty Sledd Group/7 p.m./home
of Pain Williams.
Alcoholic Anonymous closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314_
Hardin City Councill6 p.m./Ilardin City
11.11
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer hfe
Department/6'30 p.m./Water Valley Community Center.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Croup/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital. Paducah
Epilepsy Fouothilloo of Western Kentucky Self-Help Group/7 p.m./basement
classroom/Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah
Coldwater Neighhbor Watch meeting/7
Tuesday, Sept. 14
Calloway County Fiscal Court/I
pm /office of Judge/Executive George
Weaks
Calloway County Athletic Boosters!)
p.m./offict of Board of Education.
Calloway County Public Library events
include Perents and Twos/9:30 a.m and
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Temple.
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Infof753-0082.
Murray TOPS Chapter. Kentucky 534.
First ,Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
p.m /Hardin Library. Info/I-527-7098
Mdrray Lions Club/6:30 pm./Murray
Wonitn's Club House
111E05/2 p.ni./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Prayer Coffee of Murray- Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of Gloria
Shull
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site-Based Council meeting/5:30
pm /school.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6:30
pm /potluck at borne of Marian Fuller.
Singles Organizational Society (sos)p
pm /Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224. or Linda. 437-4414.
South Murray. Homemakers Club/11
am/Louse's Steak House

Mr. and Mrs. Shane Freeland
of 417 West Ninth St., Benton,
are the parents of a, son, Nathan
Keith Freeland, born on Wednesday, Aug. 11, at 5:15 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. '
The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 ounces and measured
201/5 inches. The mother is the
former Candi Glass. They have
one daughter,- Meredith.
Grandparents are Cecil and
Catherine Class of Murray, Jim
Freeland of Lone Oak and Coleen
Freeland of Benton.

and Beth Belote
Winners of play on Wednesday, Sept. 8, have been released
by Toni Hopson and Tonja File,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight winner Betty Stewart:
First flight winner - Toni
Hopson;
Second flight winner - Betty
Scott:
Third flight winner - Peggy
Shoemaker:
eu;rth night winner - Marion
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Thureday-Monday, Sept 16-20
Hwy 641 Norrh,
Dilly 10 a in - 7 p m
Sunday Noon - 6 p.m.
Murray

STUDIO
WAL*MART PORTRAIT
And WE LL MATCH IT
Bring In any lower priced advertised otter

Rebekah Brock & Marc Duchette

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where your Ideas

Norma Frank.

Low putts

OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY

SUCCESS.

Amy Waldrop & Brad Maness
Robin

turn to gold

Westerman dr Chad Lee Young

Let it go to your head with
a Post Impressions' perm,

Lisa Williams & Orlando Valdes

759-1141

Reg. $55. Sale 47.1111
••••••••••••••M.

"NEW ARRIVALS"
Kirk Stieff Pewter
Gorham Crystal
Gift ware

ma..11M,

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

•

Veneta Sexton, Mary
Ti. 3
Bogard Betty Jo Purdom and Toni
Hopson.
Tee 4 - Rainey Apperson, Diane VIIlanova, Mary Leary and Mary O'Day,
Ti. 5 • Peggy Shoemaker, Virginia
Mar-illie Cohoon and Mar
garet eS
"
hutt
tantleB.
Tie 6 - Betty Stewart, Norma Frank.
Louise Lamb and Nancy Haverstock.
Tee 8 - Frances Richey. Cathryn
Garrott, Martha Sue Ryan and Row
ena Cuitoin.
Tee 9 • Marton Poole. laVern Ryan

,

PeodukiC Q..e

Baby boy born

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 15, at 9:30 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may conic
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Frances Hulse and
Betty Jo Purdom. If a person, is
unable to play, please call one of
the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Ti. 1 • Inus Orr. Betty Lowry, Tonia
Fike. and Evelyn. _Jones,
--

Cindy Bailey & Dean Cillihan

THE

••••••••••reys

Tuesday, Sept. 14
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/11
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray High School c%cnts induik
Faculty pictures/8 a m . Golf at
Mayfield/1:30 p.m./Triple. fleadef Soccer
at Marshall County/4 p.m.
Calloway County High .School c%ents
include Boys Soccer' at Padu,:ah
Tilghman/5 30 pm.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a m. Info/
Elsie Springer, 474-80714
Weaks Center/open 8 an 4 pm./for
senior cititens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 am 2 pm /for
senior citizens soil:flies. .
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
pm/American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets', - Murray
Cardiac Support Group/10. a.m /board
room of Murray -Calloway County
hlospnal
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Wal-Mart, Paris,
Tenn /9-11:30 a.m. and 12'30-3 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Information
meeting/4.30 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100 Or
753-5561.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Christian Education/7 p.m.; Congregational Care/7.30 pm.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Baptist Women at church/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Prayer for youthri am.. CWE GrOup 1/11
a.m. with leanetta Williams;('WE Group
111/1:30 pm. with Helen Campbell.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Ouv9 a.m. and 3 pm.; Sha
run Wells Mission Group/noon with
ma Beatty. Louella Beddoe/6:30 p.m
with Carla Resroat; Associations! Sunday
S.choot
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm
K*rather West Kentucky Museum/open
810 am 415 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Plirietaritob —ShiiV/11 am and 2
p m /Visitor Center; Iron Industry/I0 1(1
rn and 1 10 pm Morneplace

Ladies' golf
scheduled

DAILY SHIPPING
& U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

7
:
T17

•
3SetealailS
Men.-Sol.
10 isto.-5
Ditielawd Cantor • Chestnut
753-1008
I,.

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8,

Thursday & Friday 94;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
nic Appointment Necessary. Cal 759 9811

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.
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Racers shake Marshall,
but Herd scores 29-3 win

•

DAVI() RAMEY/edger 8 Times photo

Murray State defenders Allen Johnson (bottom of the pile), David Leavell (62) and Chad Gann (32) stack
up Marshall's Chris Parker In Saturday's 29-3 loss at Marshall Saturday.

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
HUNTINGTON, W. Va: —
West Virginia was almost heaven
for the Murray State Racers —
almost.
Murray State had No. 1-ranked
Marshall off balance for most of
the 'night, but the gritty Racers
couldn't shOw enough offensive
spark to follow through on an
upset, and the defending national
champion Thundering Herd used
two fourth quarter touchdowns to
put the Racers away at University
Stadium 29-3.
While the Racers did fall to
0-2 with the loss, Murray State
made great strides from a seasonopening loss to Eastern Illinois
and the Racers may have also
learned a little respect from
Marshall.
Murray was an overwhelming
underdog, one Huntingon newspaper picked a 63-7 Herd victory
and Marshall coach Jim Donnan
was quoted in the same newspaper on game day as saying
"There's no way we can lose to
Murray State."
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Marshall Pattie 12-160 Pwaro 16-33. Thomas 3-20
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051155 1-491

PASSING — Murray Si Moab, 2-1842-0 Rodney
5.30-0 Marsha Donnan 12-24-1094 O'Shea
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• 3-14 Piero 1 -9 Panto; 1 -5.149
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A standout performance from
the Racer defense, and a ball control game plan from the Murray
offense had the Thundering Herd
out of sync most of the night, and
the outcome in doubt into the
fourth period. Marshall held just
a 10-3 lead at halftime, and Murray State had chances in the sec-

Sampras downs Pioline for second Open title
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Pete
Sampras is an efficiency expert's
dream. He goes straight to the
point — point after point after
point.
Cedric Pioline ran into Sampras on Sunday. Actually, he
stood there while Sampras fired
aces to the right of him and aces
to the left of him and a few ser-

vice winners directly at him.
"His serve is very hard to
play," Pioline said. "He's so
confident on his serves, so it's
difficult."
It was exactly what Sampras
wanted him to say.
"I wanted at the start of the
match to smoke them by him
even if I miss," Sampras said.
"Kind of send him a message
that I'm going to hit it pretty

Fort Campbell upends Lakers 3-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Fort Campbell proved to be lousy hosts Saturday night as they
defeated the Calloway County boys soccer team by a score of 3-0.
The Falcons scored two "garbage" goals on corner kicks that
bounced off several players before going in. They took those two
early goals through the first half until the last few seconds of the
game where they picked up their third goal.
"I don't ever remember leaving Fort Campbell real pleased and
this year was no exception," Calloway head coach Bill Miller said.
"We were just coming off one of our better performances and we
were not mentally ready for, this team."
Calloway doesn't have much time to recover, as they travel to
Paducah Tilghman for a Monday evening contest. Injuries are coming into play early this season as Calloway lost defender Derek
Smce Saturday night and haven't had the services of forward Scott
Eanvood for a week.'

WEST KENTUCKY'S
BIGGEST FALL CITY-WIDE
YARD SALE
September 25, 1993
Application for Participation
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hard. That is what I did."
And when Sampras was finished, he had a 6-4, 6-4, 6-3 victory, all nice and neat, his second
U.S. Open title and his second
conecutive Grand Slam tournament crown in 1993.
"In 1990, the victory came
almost too .fast and tt.x) easy,"
Sampras said of his first title on
the hardcourts at the National
Tennis Center. "Throughout this

two weeks, I've been thinking
about this moment. I can appreciate it more this time. The Grand
Slam titles — that's what it's all
about."
The efficient manner in which
Sampras accomplished the task
can be appreciated by Henri
Dumont, an efficiency expert
from Paris who also happens to
be Pioline's coach. Dumont was
here with Pioline for the first

week, then returned to his consultant job in France.
Pioline continued his remarkable run through the tournament
until he became the first Frenchman in 61 years to reach the final
of the U.S. Championships. So
Dumont returned, arriving Sunday morning, just in time to
observe Sampras, an efficiency
expert in his own right, go to
work.

Tigers head off No. 3 Apollo 2-2
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A nice Saturday evening crowd
at Ty Holland Stadium and the
state's third-best soccer team
gave the Murray High Tigers the
proper stage to showoff some of
its best. soccer.
Down 2-0 to Owensboro Apollo 15 minutes into the second
half, Murray struck with a pair of
spectacular scores to earn a 2-2
tie against the No. 3 boys soccer
team in the state of Kentucky.
"I've been proud of a lot of
teams," Tiger head coach James

And it took some amazing
plays.

On the second goal, Greg Miller took a pass from Jeremy Settle
and fired a shot from 20 yards
out that the keeper expected to go
high and wide. Instead, the ball
stayed true on the narrow angle
and ripped the net in the upperright corner.

Murray's first score came
when David Gressler sent a long
ball across the mouth of the goal
to the far post. Just before the
ball went out of bounds, junior
Roman Shapla streaked in a
headed the ball past a surprised
Apollo goalkeeper.

Murray's defense thwarted several Apollo (4-0-1) scoring
opportunities to save the tie.
On Tuesday, Murray (3-1-2)
travels to Marshall County to
meet the unbeaten Marshals in a
key district contest.

Weatherly explained, but I've
never been prouder of the effort
that this team gave to pull it out.
"It took a lot of heart and
character."

Henry County
no match for
Lady Tigers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Murray High's Lady Tigers
continued to roll Saturday, posting an easy 6-0 victory over Henry County.
"All of the girls played and
that was good considering we've
_ got two big games this week,"
Lady Tiger head coach John
Gressler said of this week's
encounters against district rival
Marshall County and Reidland.
Murray (5-1) took a 4-0 halftime lead on goals by Maggie
Snyder, Samantha Hogsed, Sarah
Snyder and Ellen Uddberg.
Assists came from Sara Fitts,
Maggie Snyder, Hogsed and Kara
Gressler.
In the second half, Maggie
Snyder picked up an unassisted
goal followed by Caroline Trawick's score off 3 pass from

TEE

PARKERLeoger S T

071010

Murray High senior Sara Fitts tries to break through this pack of Henry
County defenders in Saturday's Lady Tiger win.
Katie Lcary.
Murray goalkeepers Emma
Shaw and Amanda Hancline combined for the shutout.

Last Thursday, Murray got
goals from Gressler, Fitts,
Hogsed and Maggie Snyder to
post a 4-1 win over Heath.
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ond half to score touchdowns, but
could come up with the big play.
"We've got to make a play or
Iwo," Murray State coach Houston Nutt said. "We're not good
enough to take the ball 99 yards
and keeping driving. We've got
to make a play. We've got to take
advantage when the opportunities
come up. Our wide outs have to
do that."
Particularly upsetting to Nutt
were two plays in the third quarter, when Racer reciever Sheldon
Smith ran the wrong pattern on
one play, and dropped a possible
touchdown on the next.
"We knew we needed a big
play," Nutt said. "And both times
it.-was there — if he just makes
the play. One time, he stops running, so we come back and run it
again, and the ball is there if he
just catches it. And that hurts,
because we're not good enough
to make those types of mistakes."
Murray moved out on the
board first, when Chris Dill
kicked a 26-yard field goal late in
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By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) —
Now the Dallas Cowboys have
an inkling of how the Buffalo
Bills felt last January in
Pasadena.
The gift-giving Cowboys
watched the Bills cash in on
mistakes for a 13-10 victory
that was at least partial retaliation for a 35-point rout in the
Super Bowl.
As the Bills filed into the
dressing room after the game,
they shouted "How 'Bout
Them . Cowboys!"
It, was a slam at Dallas
coach Jimmy Johnson, who
used the phrase after the club's
NFC championship victory
over San Francisco. Johnson
upset Buffalo players in his
book by saying he knew the
Cowboys would beat the Bills.
"The Cowboys know how it
feels now to turn the ball
over," Buffalo quarterback
Jim Kelly said. "This sure
feels good after all the talk
that went on about list
January."
Besides the points scored
off turnovers, Dallas placekicker Lin Elliott missed two
field goals, which likely will
cost him his job. Troy Aikman
suffer(crin interception at the
2-yard line in the final
seconds.
Steve Christie's 35-yard
field goal with 2:49 left_ was
the game-winner after rookie
Kevin Williams fumbled on a
punt return.
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"This one has special meaning," Buffalo coach Mary
Levy said. "They beat us in
the Super Bowl and did it with..
turnovers. We scored all of our
points off turnovers."
Safety Matt Darby preserved the victory with an
interception at the Buffalo
2-yard line, with 10 seconds
left.
Buffalo is 2-0, while Dallas
starts 0-2, a position from
which no team has ever won
the Super Bowl.

' oease enclose 055 CO donation for individual participation and a $10 00donation
':), civic croups and merchant porticiPahon `ems donations we be used to help
, over Me CPO Of adverting and promotional rn069)7011 (Checks snokIci be mode
..(Arcible to Ffeedorn Fast)
' Official West Kentucky Foil ON-Wide Yard Sato mops won be avaliobie/WS1 OD at
'he Misray Tourism Commission officio Commerce Centre 805 Noon It.Street. on
eptermbsw 24 and 25
,

i?eturn check and application before September 20, 1993 to:

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Murray TOUrItal COMMISSI011

Froodom rest '93
P.O. lox 190
Murray, KY 42071

Call 7534563

Thonk tou for your participation and 6we can answer army gum/tons. please do not

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Curry says Wildcats
still ready to roar
energy on the sidelines. The fans
picked up on it. We got that and
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — now we have to build on U." -Curry said Florida's winning
Kentucky coach Bill Curry got a
different look from his players TD came because a player got
after their 24-20 loss to No. 9 "too wide and couldn't get back
in position."
Florida.
He was pleased with the team's
Curry, during his weekly teleseven interceptions
school-record
playthe
conference Sunday, said
ers had -a "_defiant' air about and the running game that picked
them in the lockerroom of, up 210 yards.
Senior linebacker Marty Moore
—txt's get on to the next one.
two interceptions and
registered
Lees get ready.' There was no
14 tackles in earning the South.
wallowing around in self-pity."
Florida pulled out the victory eastern Conference's Defensive
Saturday night when Danny Player of the Week itward.4-Syo_n_g_
Wuerffel completed a 28-yard • safety Marcus Jenkins tied a
touchdown pass to Chris Doering' school mark by picking off three
passes.
with three seconds left in the
Freshman running back Mo
game in Commonwealth Stadium.
Williams rushed nine times for
"We played with a lot of heart
against-one-of -the- -top -teams-in - ,109, _yards. including a _704414_
our Conference," Curry said. TD run in the third quarter.
"I'll bring him along slowly
"We have not put ourselves in
Saturday," said Curry,
until
_this.kind of position since we've
referring to next weekend's game
been here."
He noted that there was "an .at Indiana.,

SCOREBOARD
• Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

By LIJKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
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Montreal continues
surge in NL East
By. DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
While Atlanta's run .at San
Francisco in the NL West has
been well chronicled over the
past few weeks, Montreal's surge
in the East is just starting to earn
rave reviews.
The Expos, in a furious march
against the Philadelphia Phillics,
don't mind that few have noticed.
In fact, that may have made it
easier on them.
-"There shouldn't be pressure
on us," outfielder Marquis Grissom said Sunday after getting

three hits and scoring twice 35
the Expos beat Cincinnati 3-2 to
move .within .five games of the
lead with their sixth straight victory. "There was none when we
were 10 back, or eight back."
The Expos, who trailed the
Phillies by 14Vi games Aug. 20,
won for the 15th time in 16
games — while Philadelphia lost
9-2 to Houston. Montreal has
gained WA games in 24 days
It's a relief to manager Felipe
Alou, who until recently could
have been forgiven had he
accepted the role of also-ran.
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CORRECTION
The Wal-Mart bridal registry that ran for Melissa Tabers
BroWn iboiad -haVe-readt.-

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1993

759-9808

12th (Next to McDonald's)

—

Melissa Tabers Brown. bride-elect of Craig Garland. has
made her domestic and household selections through our
bridal registry. Melissa and Craig will be married October 2,
1993.
(The previous ad stated that Melissa Brown was the bride
elect of Craig Crawford.)
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III Racers shake...
FROM PAGE 6
the first quarter, but Murray
moved the ball twice inside the
Herd 30, and scored just that Dillfield goal in the first quarter.
Marshall's Glenn Pedro's
touchdown run early in the second quarter gave the Herd a 7-0
lead, and a 34-yard field goal by
David Merrick put Marshall up_ 10-3.
For most of the first half
though, Marshall's offense was
far less than a Thundering Herd.
MU quarterback Todd Donnan
was just 6 of 16 throwing, and
twice on fourth down Marshall
was stuffed by a swarming MSU
defense.
"I was disappointed in the way
we played," Marshall coach Jim
Donnan said. "We had some
negative plays and some busted
plays on offense and we just
can't do that. We're not as sharp
as we need to be on what we
need to do throughout the game."
Racer quarterback Butch Mosby, who was 5 of 10 in the first
half, said Murray had Marshall
on the run.
"I think we had them on their
heels in the first half," Mosby
said. "They were kind of scared."
"We wanted to come in play
better than we did last week,"
said Murray State linebacker
Martin Diehl, who helped lead
the Racer defensive charge. "We
didn't feel we played as well as
we were capable of last week.
We wanted to do some things
defensively, tackle a lot better
and improve ourselves."
And Diehl said the Racers
could tell they Wee getting
better.
"As the game was going, we
were getting a lot more confident.
A lot of momentum was going
our way," Diehl said. "I don't
think they knew what hit them.
They're a good ballclub. They
bounced back in the second half."
"We knew we had to come out
and make some plays in the seems] half," Todd Donnan said.
"The game was on the line."
Marshall moved out to a 16-3
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lead when Donnan directed a nice
8-play, 53-yard drive that Pedro
finished with a three-yard touchdown run. •
The Racers answered with a
nice drive, moving to the Marshall 30, but three penalities
helped stall the drive, and the
Racers were forced to punt.
__The_ _Muiray de(en se then
forced a quick Marshall punt, but
the Racer offense was also forced
to punt quickly and a bad punt by
the Racers put the ball on -the,
Murray 31. But the Racer defense
stuffed Pedro at the line twice,
sacked Donnan, and held when a
field goal attemp fell wide right.
But that's when things got out
of hand for Murray, and they discovered why Marshall is No. 1,
defending national champions
and 21-1 in University Stadium.
Racer quarterback Butch -Mos
by was forced out of the pocket,
and his pass was picked off by
Marshall's Joe Chirico.
Chris Parker, who rushed for
160 yards on the night, then
scored on a 32-yard run, and after
the Racers were backed into a
hole on offense by a quarterback
sack, Parker ripped another
20-yard scoring run to put the
game away.
Even so, Nutt was pleased with
the Racer performance.
"My only concern was whether
we were going to get better from
this week to last week. And there
was no ,question we did that,"
Nutt said.
"There for awhile — if we
catch the deep ball, it could have
been different. It might have been
10-10, and if you get a little bit
of that going, then momentum
builds on our side, and there's no
telling what happens. So again, it
-comes down to three or four.
plays. And we've got to make
those plays."
Even though MSU didn't pull
off the upset, they did earn some
respect from Marshall, who had
whipped Morehead State 56-0 in
their opener.
"You have to give them a lot
of credit," Todd Donnan said.

"Eseryone in the. whole state was
saying there were terrible, and we
v.ere going to-beat them by 65
points. They didn't come out and
play that way. They did some
good things."
The Racers'now get ready to
open Ohio Valley Conference
play at home Saturday when the)
_face Southeast Missouri. Nutt
said this week is critical for Murray., and the Racers v.ill have to
get ready for the Indians without
start irig center Mike Gossei, who
sprained his right knee and will
miss at least three weeks.
. "You always want to win,"
Nutt said. "But this will do a lot
for our program. I wish they
hadn't scored that many points,
but it's less than Eastern Illinois
did, and we didn't have 56 hung
against us."
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EW HOURS.

Tuesday-Thursday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Closing for the season Nov 28th at 8 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Located

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owner — Sue Williams
Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off Hwy. 121

436-5496

THE 1ST

MURRAY
NEW CAR
TRUCK
AND
VAN SHOW
SPONSORED BY:
MURRAY NEW CAR DEALERS ASSOC.
and 'THE BANK OF MURRAY

15-yard
cit. was
rookie
cd on a
I meanMary
t us in
it with
I of our

McMasters
Invitational

r

prerith an
Buffalo
seconds

A SCOTTISH EVENT HOSTED BY
JACK PERCONTE (FORMER
SEATTLE MARINER) & HIS ALMA
MATER • MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Dallas
from
cr won

Plan to partictpatt In the FIrst
Annual McMaster! Inwtatronal golf
tournament at the Murray Country
Club on Fnclay Sept 17 Former
Seattle Manner second baseman
Jack Perconte roll be on hand to

PRIZES!
host the event The former MSU
star ts back to help ratse money
to, the Thoroughbred baseball
team A $29 donatton writ cover
your 'snipe •ntry on the two man
scramble (mcludeng can, green
lees light lunch and refresh
,nents Fond• partner and reviler today The 72 person Went writ
be reached soon

Friday, Sept. 17
•

CALL 762-3737
OR 1-800-758-8510

•

West KY Expo Center • September 17, 18 & 19
1-9 p.m. Friday & Saturday; 1-5 p.m. Sunday - West College Farm Road, Murray
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Heartrot in trees often caused by ground fires
BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
FREE Estimates, References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
1, 2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

$4,925
S3,725 2 2 CAR (24x24)
$4,425 LARGE 22 CAR (24x30) $5,525
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4,825

NOW...RECYGE YARD
WASTE AS YOU WAIN
Introducing the revolutionary
NEW,TROY-BIIiP
Chipper/Vac!
• Breakthrough design!
• 1acuums up lea‘es, ma1I l gs,'
• Sell -feeds and chips branches up to 3 1/2
• Recycles into valuable landscaping mulch!
• No more raking. pile-making or bagging!

The kind of ground fires that
Kentucky timberlands frequently
encounter does not always kill
the trees, but that does not mean
there has been no damage.
"Forest fires can be an insidious destroyer of timber value
even when the damage is not
obvious," said Doug McLaren,

extension forestry specialist with
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"The kind of fires we have
often don't immediately kill large
trees and people assume no longterm damage has been done," -he
said. "However, ground fires can
wound trees beneath the bark

which leads to a condition called
heartrot in the middle of the tree
trunks."
Hcartrot decreases both the
volume of timber and the value
of logs, he said. In eastern Kentucky, trees may lose 10 to 20
percent of their timber value from
heanrot.

I am always excited when I sec
new varieties of plants in nurseries or catalogues, and looking at
the plants decide I just have to
have one for rnj# garden. Then, I
look at the priCe tag and shudder
and think maybe next year or the
year after the cost will come
down.
What I had never before realized is that one of the reasons for
the high price of newly intro-

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
duced plants is that one variety
can represent aone person's entire
life's work.

•••••••• 110

It can take 25 years to develop
and test a new tree or shrub that
is worth introducing to the
public.
The development of new varieties of herbacious perennials
isn't a whole lot quicker. It takes
10 to 15 years to develop new
varieties of peonies — seven of
which are spent Just waiting for
the flowers to bloom for the first
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Chestnut St.
Murray
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753-2571
753-4110

Since most forest fires are set
through carelessness by people in
the forest, an obvious way to
improve the value of the Kentucky timber industry would be
for everyone who goes into the
woods to be aware of the need to
prevent those fires. McLaren
said.

New varieties of plants involve long hours of research
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2400 East Wood Streat • Paris. TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

1993 Recipient of Chrysler Corporations Highest Honor
Aimwesi ler Entwurf • Soar Pantomime* • Canwewm• 5•••••• • Feciftios • Adrrunnitsion • Community Riostoons

How Much Will It CostYou
For A Fixed Rate Home Loan At
United Commonwealth Bank?
for a limnwiteedalttih mBa
Com
e,nk is
use
United
offenng qualified borrowers a fixed rate home loan al no cost. No attorney's
fees, no title insurance, no recording fees, no appraisal costs— no costs whatsoever.
If you're looking for lower payments and shorter terms for your
current mortgage or if you want to get the best deal on a new home
loan, there's no time like the present And it won't cost you a penny.
Stop in and take advantage of
this no cost home loan from
United Commonwealth Bank
BANK
Community Banking at its best!

NotOne Red Cent!

UNITCOMMONWEALED

United Commonwealth Bank. Together it's possible.
I kV Johnson Boulevard, Murrav KV 42071 • 502-750 044 I

IQ

I learned all this last week at
the Southern Plant Conference,
which was specifically oriented
toward discussing plants adapted
to growing conditions here in the
south.
This topic km a wide range
of participants, landscape designers, nursery owners, horticulture
professors, extension specialists
and dedicated amateurs.
What brought us all together
and gave us common ground was
a love of plants. We were all gardeners, no matter how much we
had become "professionals" in
horticultural trades.
No one illustrated this better
than the opening speaker, Roy
Khlcm, who is an internationallyknown peony and daylily breeder
and grower.(If you watch Victory
Garden, you maay have seen the
segment which featured his personal garden.)
In his presentation, he came to
a slide of a peony called "Pink
Lemonade," whose flower was a
beautiful pink with a touch of
yellow.
He described all the merits of
this cultivar: form, fragrance, color, disease resistance, etc. He
then gave it the best recommendation of all and said. "It's my
Mom's favorite peony." Khlem's
mother's favorite peony has got
to be a winner.
Another speaker, Mike Dirt, a
professor of horticulture at the
University of Georgia (who uses
the techniques of plant propagation and breeding that I Can only
barely begin to understand) said
that, even though we can replicate plants exactly with tissue
culture, the hope for the future is
in the genetic diversity contained
in the seeds.
These are the folks who are
working on new and better varieties for us to grow in our gardens.
I know for sure there is hope
for the future, when I listen to
Randy Johnson from the National
Arboretum talk about the
USDA's program to develop
heat-tolerant and mildew-resistant
lilacs for the south. Anyone who
has ever tried to grow lilacs here
understands how exciting it is.
I still may not buy a new variety of plant as soon as it comes
out, but I won't flinch at the
price.
It represents the dedicated
work of countless individuals
who very rarely receive any recognition from the home gardener.
And we are all working for the
same goal. To quote Darr, "I can
look out at my garden in early
spring at the cherry trees and daffodils in bloom and know that
all's right with the world. That's
why we garden, isn't
Yes, it is.
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
a-swam

ILEtrUOit CAMott FOR MAW

A.1. GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

Sr

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

81

—Vinyl Siding

te
ar
lo

of

Ca

—Replacement Windows

Ti
P(

'Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES
•

CALL
753-7020

91
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Proposals will be received by the Calloway County Board of Education until 1:30
p.m., Thursday, September 30, 1993 at the
office ofthe Board,2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky for the furnishing of all
labor, materials, services and equipment
required to furnish and install Dishwashing
Equipment for the Calloway County Preschool Center.
Copies of the bidding documents may be
obtained from the Owner at the above
address or from the Engineers, Gingles and
Gmgles, 2111 20th Avenue South, Nashville, Tennessee.
Calloway County Board of Education
By: Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent

NOTICE

By virtue of an-order directed to me and
issued by the Clerk of the Calloway District
Court, I will on September 30, 1993 at 10:00
a.m. at Baker's Auto Repair, Route, 1,
Murray, Kentucky 42071 sell to the highest
bidder the following item:
1985 Chevrolet Camaro
VIN 0 IGIGP871-IXFL473050
pay by cash, approved
The purchaser
check, or give bond with approved surety
payable within ten days of the sale, same to
have the force and effect of judgment on
which execution may issue if not paid at
maturity.
J.D. Williams, Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky

020

104 FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436 2701

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
Dances par
5pm Closed Mon and MUSIC DJ
musical
Tues
474-8119, ties weddings all
styles 753 0343
1-800-649-3804

yone who
lilacs here

America's Second Car

ing it is.
new vaneit comes
at the

Wont To Rent

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
lion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
oca

isercio'

CALLOWAY County Concrete Structural walls
slabs drives walks Col
ored & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338
MUMS FOR SALE Beauti
tut colors From Murray
take 91W to Thurman
Road turn right, 1st house
on right 435 4020
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clo
thing Supply 753 4545
SERIOUS writers and'or
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monthly publication
if enough people is inter
ested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send responses to
Survey PO Box 592 Mw
ray, KY 42071

FOUND puppy Cross be
tween black Lab & Dober
man Pincher Back feet
have white fur on paws
Found on Westwood Dr
759 1914
FULL blooded Chow dog
found in Lynn Grove area
Call 435-4351
Must
describe
LOST on 732 near General
Store Black Doberman/
Great Dane mix Ears
cropped. tail cut Black ny
Ion studded collar, 1yr old
Is son's pet Generous re
ward Named Barichee
753-8694

lUglyDuckling
r.F.MEGEEmi
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Knights of Columbus Hall

346
soimcrs

ir price.

Ts
idential)

ulows

tntee*

kTES

!I)

KY 94 meat lo Johnny Robertson Road,
south 10 Sq. Hilo Rood, right on Sq. Hale Road tet
OP7N

1Ht 11.1411 ,C.

753-0466

NON-PROF 11 ONGANt/AliON

P.O. Box 1033

4

Real Estate

435
44

Lake Property
1....A4

For

Sale

Forme For Sole

Masi+, Fr Rev:
For Rent or

S514, Or 1.10111611

Home Loans

For Rent

Homes For Sale

HS,

Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Boy
Articles For Sale
Appliance*
.
Roma FurnishInge
... Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machine.
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Pinewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T • Radio
Pete & Suppl,••

$5 00 eclu mn Inch
Display Ads
40% ETecount ind Ran,
13011 Disown 3re Ran
(All 3 Ade Nur Men W1411.11 6 Day Pined
$1 76 per coigne inch litre far Taegu,'Shoe
eiree Couto

Reader Ads:
25g per word $500 minimum 1st
day Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(11.1es Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide $2.o0 extra for blind box ads

Yard Sale $730 Prepaid
A '200 fee will be required to

make any changes to ad after
deadline
270

Help
Wanted

Articles
Foe Sale

ASSISTANT BENEFTIS LEGAL secr,t.c,
1A.L. :s,,th sick or elderly
MANAGER Human Re Sum& to PO Box 1594
Cal 4 '4 2386 ask for Bar
sources Murray State Uni
Murray KY 42071
bare Canup
verse), Position to begin
MOTHER Goose Day Care
October 1 1993 Qualifica
in Mayfield f10...71,,Ing
Dons Minimum of Bache
lots degree is required, pie care Matt Mon Fr, v.pef
Once or associate degree
terably in a business re
lated field
Previous preferable C.iq Jane e tor ALTERAT'ONS and re
*781
experience in health care appointment 247 ,
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
days c• 2 4 7 7541
related field preferred
dos
R,Jths See and See/
Applicant should possess evenings
Country Square, 1608 N
computer analytical, inter
Ot'FICE position avatable 121 Murray 753 6981
personal, and organiza
under Tait) 5 of Older
SEWING iobs wanted in
tonal skills, and demons
Americans Act Applicants
trate a proficiency in oral must be 55 or older me.
,et eluding formal wear
753 1061
and written communica
income gL:,delLnes of 125.°
Dons Responsibilities Du
pcn wry levet Appitcation
ties include counseling fa
atiatlable at West Ky
Business
culty and staff about benefit Servce 60,7 Poplar at
Opportunity
options including health Mut
and life insurance flexible
ABSOLUTELY great op
spending and dependent PART time worker needed
portunity Fully stocked hog
for mow,)j 75.'698€
care accounts disability
farm geared for quick re
tax sheltered annuities, and
tn" on investment PerfecT
SAFETY Ad.tsurs $2'50
any other benefits the Uni
...-ttng wooded private
per mor h Cc,- pan y
versay may otter employ
:Nu Fri
Lnctional Lagoon
train
a.i
ees Other responsibilities
9am 1pro only },,,
ancri EPA approved A,.
day
include assisting in man
615 399 8-3
hams vitt own feed auger
agernent of health into,
system Farrow to finish
ance program, matnte
operation 29 crate farrow
nance of COBRA program
barn 3 topping floors 1
assisting in annual enroll
•,,,,seir Other outbuild
ment and monthly pay
.f 'gc Owner enloys repute
moots of life insurance pre
on for high quality
1i,"vA
.
1
i.0.•
miums advising current fa
t..irithred and crossbred
culty staff and retirees
st.e. and maintained tine
about retirement plans and
th rt•eord Established
Par , s
completing benefits
.10,...,4.4! tor private sales
90' %.4,' 4"Y' 7pm 2am
surveys To Apply Send
Ph.„,,le 901 782 3395
letter of application, re
WAS,'-ii'„ roan S
surne, and names addres
LH'1AL snack route 10
,
ro00,
ses, and phone numbers of ate
}Jr exper
includes
1 .hIng
,
three references to Human tenced personnel - Call f r
Sf:Y% 443 .170
Resources 1 Murray ST
Marc
'53 8302 Irmo
; M yra, KS
Murray KY 42071 3308
vat
Murray State does not dts
•
criminate on the basis of
-L,
race, color, national origin
El 1.
sex, religion, marital status
'
i,..tcompatIt4.? 286 640K
age or diability in its prog
ard drive 3 - disc drive
rams and activities. and 11,v'E
;
A- ter morittor DOS 3 3;
provides, upon request
'1 Yr
sLtrne programs
reasonable accommoda
A;
04,Mo
s
753 4275 after 5pm
Don including auxiliary aids
,J r lea..? message
and services necessary to
afford individuals with dtsa
compatible computer
bilites an equal opportunity
'jo i. softeare $600 Call
Domestic
in
all
prog
to participate
'150
& Chikicioa
rams and activities For in
CLEANIN
-3
cf;
for
formation regarding non
hiirn. or b
Arc
discrimination policies con
Want
1”
I
tact the Murray State hi. .
To Buy
University Office of Equal
r,
'376 GRAND Prix with
Opportunity, ( 50 21
,cket seats motor unim
762-3155
CLEAN
;.,ortant,. 753 8926 Valerie
t-.
but,iness
OVER the road drivers
pt•riericrl:i
HORSE or 4 horse horse
3yrs verifiable experience
Linda 759 9553
trailer for a reasonable
CDL license 23yrs of age
price 759 4056, leave
or over Reefer Rollins WILL do hou",e cean,ng
Call Witty 471 2,31 n,gr,ts
message
DCS 502-753-1156

OLD time bath tub with claw
feet $450 753 6376

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray,la

753-4199

•I

Attention Murray

**POSTAL JOBS**
Start $11.41 /hr. + benefits.
For application & info, call
1-(216) 324-2259 - 7 am
to 10 p.m. 7 days.

AUTOMOTIVE technician
Full time experience man
datory salary based upon
experience benefits pack
age included Call for ap
pointment Cunningham
Auto Repair 753.31
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310
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470
Motorcycles 320
4130
Auto Seasicee
485
Auto Parts
490 .......
Used Cars 330
495
Vane
500
Used Trucks 340
510
. . Campers
520
Basta & Motors 360
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Advertisers are requested to chock the
first insertion of their ada for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for oat) one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately ao corrections can be
made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry • Supplies
Produce
Feed • Seed
MIS( ELLANF

\I

N11'1115

753-1916

%ItNII.Its N1%Ith.11 I
190
370
390
400
550

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days In advance and are as follows:
Monday Editbon
Friday 3 p in
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.rn_
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p in.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p in.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p in
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

Master Card

CARPENTER'S helper
needed 492-8614
DO you need a GED1 Do
you need hope for the tv
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
lect is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Couricil-JTPA
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
No experience Free sup
plies Free info No obliga
eon Send SASE to Hi Lo
Dept 28,PO Box 3648 San
Angelo, TX 76902
EASY work! EXCELLENT
pay' Over 400 companies
need home workers'
distributors NOW' Call for
amazing recorded mes
sage 502 329 1217 ext
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME'
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters Call 435 4424
EXPERIENCED meat cut
ter Apply in person at
Save A Lot Grocery Store
between
Muraym
Sam 5pm No phone calls
please

Company considering lorr.(1. ; r ..* ;r
Taking applications f'L'r
eel
and non-experienced sew r
' tie
,••':” • •
Operators. The company off*,
ing
• Medical 8 life insurance p ,11n
• Seven paid holidays
• Company paid retirement pion
• Paid vacation up to three weeks
• Paid Incentive program
• Air conditioned facility

ray,

If you are interested in
, •
company, please contact
Mr. Mike Morris
Job Service of Kentucki
1210 Johnson Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-0977
baud Employment Opp,

•, •

WeSt
Vi CNN
,
NURSING ASSISTANT

t

'401 SOUTH 15th STREET

MURRAY

' ONTO(' 47071

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

K T I and Associates otter
wig a full line of-investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pts
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
LAWN mower deck for 4
wheeler 753 8809
LOOKING to buy of tont a 1
or 2 acre lot for trailer in the
East School Disirict
753 2366

Remodeling Sale
C.oseout on '93 models Car & home stereos to make room for
the 134 models

e Repair Service
& Installation
Available
Wed

of Sound

753-5865

Appliances
A FROST free side.by side
regular size refrigerator
washer & dryer electric
stove 354 8528
NICE 14ft Whirlpool re
trigerator frost free al
mood in color, excellent
condition 753 7542 after
4pm

Horne

Furnishings
BASSETT dining room suit
table 6 chairs hutch $600
753 1362 days 435 4236
nights
EXTRA long mustard gold
fabric sofa excellent condi
Don $75 753 6926
KING size waterbed mirror
bookcase headboard 4
drawer pedestal padded
rails $175 489 2694
KING size
753 2429
NEW
chair,
$150
table
$150

waterbed

sofa loveseat
$750 new recliner
Pecan coffee & end
with brass lamp
354 8082

12x52 WITH 12x52 addi
ton has good lumber, mus
be moved 753 0751
1978 ALAMO 12x60 2a 1
bath good condition
$4000 Call 436 5413 be
fore 3pm
1983 CLAYTON 14x65
furnished or unti.rnished
Must sell Call Greg
759 4522 or 345 2345

1991 SOUTHERN Living
2tx 2 bath excellent condi
ton 753 8156,753 0765
after 6pm

6FT deli case Globe slicing
machine comstock castle
double
oven
901 5935439

PATIO door S frame fits
opening 5tt wide Eitt 6in tea
753 3628

Mobile
For Rent

HOMO.

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric Of gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

NEW condition 7, ton
Trane heat & air unit Wit
accept bids 753 1300 at
tor 7prn 489 2116

FOR Rent Business Rota.
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

PROFESSIONAL office
QUALITY homes depend space for lease on or about
able service and afford 09.2393,(formerly MTG
able prices have made us Realty) approx 3200sq11,
one of the Southeast s with 4 private offices 9
largest and oldest dealer
personal office areas
ships Shop & compare, receptionWork station
Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc waiting area Fully car
Hwy 79E Paris TN peted 2 bath employee
1-800642 4891 Open lounge or 6400sq ft
week days til 7pm Sat DI Olympic Plaza Shopping
6pm and Sunday 1 to 6pm
Center 506 N 12th St Mur
ray 753 9469
4111P

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an aggressive individual
with an advertising and sales background
Candidate must possess strong communicqUon skills with experience In advertising
desibn layout and production College
degree in Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred.

Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits. EOE Send resume to Box
1040A. Murray: KY 42071

QUEEN size waterbed
$150 759 1914

30HP tractor. 2yrs old
used only 2 3hrs I will de
liver
$6 80 0
1 314 568 3350,35 MASSEY Ferguson &
bush hog Call 492 8411
after 5pm
TOBACCO sticks for sale
492 8254

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

On Hwy 68 - 1/2

Open Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. & Sun.
Week Days 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

354-6521
14FT V Bow 48" wide with
trailer and complete duck
blind canvas & netting
759 1457

200 AMP service, box &
pole $150 40tt tower & Big
Jack antenna with wire
$150, both 753 1217,
901 232 8255

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric SONices 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

1986 BUCCANEER 14x70
2br, 2 bath 753 3645 or
753 9305

MOTORCYCLE 250ccm
and up 759 9496

1977 CHEVY Caprice
Classic $500 obo Home
made trailer, $75 obo
Loveseat best offer
435 4606

1992 BELMONT 16x80
3br very nice island
kitchen best insulation &
carpet $t9500 354 84 1 1

Mobil*
Homes For Sale

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

BOGARD trucking and ex
West View Nursing Home is a superior rated,
cavating inc We haul top
174 bed nursing facility/Medicare cert'
, ,ed nurssoil gravel till dirt white
ing facility affiliated with Murray-Caioway
rock rip rap 759 1828
County Hospital. The nursing assistant is
EMPIRE 70 000 btu LP gas
responsible for quality resident care. The sucheater, excellent condition
cessful applicant must have a high school. $300 753 3337
diploma or GED with previous experience and/
NEW 16" & 165" Blom
or training preferred
truck tees $60 & up Also
West View offers a competitive salary and
XP2000 W L Generale 1st
tin& at low low prices Lots
benefits, including health and life InSurance and
of used tires $10 $15 $20
paid vacation and holidays Full and part time
each Warehouse Tire 400
positions are available Please apply r parson • Industrial Road 753 1111
or contact Kenna Walker, RN
502 753 1304..1....1 ..
1 .1'.

STATIONARY bike $20,
treadmill. $15, new Sears
body shop rowing machine
$69 new bar' bell &
weights $15 61t Sears van
top carrier, used once $69
adiustable walker $29
beige lift chair $295 bed
side commode Call
753 7729

. Male
Home For Salo

VITA Master exercise bike
with computer and pulse
monitor, excellent condi
Don $175 489 2877
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
SEASON ED firewood $5
per rick You cut 492 8254

after

lk

WOOD WORKS \1N

el

°84ign6
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

5pm

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
•

Call Us Today!

-.A

753-1916
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MURRAY

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1993

LEDGER 6 TIMES

S10

HOSFORDS Boat Storage
has spacrsrs evailabie up to
121We/ft Call 753 3143

;

•

-

SHOP or storage
2211x4011 759 4104

••

310

Nimes
For Rent

Reel
Estate

NICE 2br home with take
view and wrap around
deck, in beautiful Panorama Shores Ramp swim
ming area A water lovers
dream
$450 mo
527 9639

REIMAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bel Air
Center
502 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780
TRAILER & small cabin on
of acre
lake for sale and
of land 753 1038 after
4pm

Want
To Rent
SINGLE female want to
rent 22 3011 camper Oct
Dec for stationary use during home construction
753 7049

•

CREEKVIEVV Sett storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40imo 759 4081

NOW taking applications
for Section Blow rent hoes
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended, be
Nreen 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
ONE bedroom and room for
rent furnished very nice
753 1252 days 753-0606
after 5pm
SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath du
plex, appliances furnished
central air & gas heat
$475mo 1 month deposit,
1 year lease No pets
753 2905
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap aecessi
tile Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113
UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
sewage &
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753 6609

*refrigerator

Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

TWO large lots located on
Pottertown 280 near lake
$5500 for both 759 1927
before 10prn

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
SHELTIE Collies 1-16
month old male 9- tall
tricolor,beautiful dog
$200 6 month old female.
Lassie color $150 Call
436 5413 before 3pm

2BR near MSU with stove &
refrigerator w d hookup
security deposit
Lease
references No pets
753-1059

1979 MERCURY Marquis,
44r 753-1598

GREAT LOCATION 3tx
2e bath home on approx 1
acre 2 miles from town
Welcoming decor Shown
by appointment 753-9475
SHARP well built brick on
Elm Street, den or 3rd
bedroom, new kitchen bled
bathroom with new cabinets nice yabty room.,
new carpet over hardwood,
large storage shed. carport.
fenced yard 540s lviust
see, call 753-7542 after
5pm

40 ACRES 16 tendable,
sown now in Red Clover,
very good deer hunting
West of Crossland on State
Line Call 492 8614

FALL apples & Damson &
prune plums Call to place
your order 753 4725 or
753 9468

3 BR. 2 bath, by
owner EY Subd.,
large wooded lot, 2
car garage, lots of extras, large family
wifireplace,
room
large storage bldg.
S90's Call Bob or Lou
Da‘is 753-0822

2BR 1 bath 1100sq ft
several outbuildings large
adloining lot available city
water, cable lust a few
minutes from town
$25,000 753 0680 after
4pm

FOR sale by owner Small
professional building
downtown 505 Main St
Ideal for Accountant Insurance,Dental or Law office
Call 759-1429

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1989 V MAX Yamaha
great condition 7 XXX
miles Phone 753 3343
1989 YAMAHA Virago
mint condition 753 2429
1992 HARLEY Davidson
883 5sP 1XX Tiles
436-2169 after 5pm
DISCOUNT parts dependable service for all brands
MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
SERVICE north of Murray
on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm 6pm
Sat lOarn-3pm

3800 SC ft of quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Building personal
home Would consider
trade Call 7513672 after
5pm

KY Lake near (rvan Cobb
Resort Lakefront wooded
Spacious 2br, eat in
kitchen, deck and screened
porch, $45,000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
925-9-26 502-241-0882

1991 MERCEDES 300SD
excellent condition $8000
obo 753 7957
1982 PONTIAC Grand
Prix $850 753 8965
1984 GUTLESS Supreme
good condition $1800
1989 Nissan 5sp pickup
65 XXX miles $4250
1 382 2846 or 1-382 2461
1985 BMW black metallic
two door all power moon
roof 69 XXX miles new
Radials excellent condi
Don 489 2704 after 6pm
1985 CAMARO Berfinerta
104K white pee ot digital
dash $3000 762-2926
1985 CHEVY Celebrity all
power 4dr excellent °anode
bon or trade for small
pickup as good as car
753 2976
1985 PONTIAC 6000 LE
high miles runs good
$1000 753-9696
1987 OLDS Regency 1
$4995
owner car
753- 1319
1990 RED Grand Am LE
a/c arrefm cassette Olt
cruise all power ground
effects auto sharp $6750
753 8098
1991 HONDA Accord LX
4dr beige metallic all
power errs fm tape ac
chelin radials $11600
489 2704 after 6pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. ScinSet._Boule
yard Music Murray't Alpine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center. 1 block
from kitS11 dorms

3 4BR 2 bath ranch. in
quiet neighborhood, near
city schools great room
with fireplace, large family
style kitchen, newly decor
ated all appliances included neatly landscaped,
freshly painted exterior. 2
car garage $87,900 Call
for appointment 759.1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr

FOR sale Land 10 acres
20 acres 45 acres 65
aces, & 100 acres Also
will rent 753 1300 after
7pm 489 2116
NEAR MSU, kitchen, living
room, prrvileges. utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

aBR garage & half 3 story
with basement on 2 lots
lakefront Pine Blue area
$95,000 Call 436-2573 at
ter 6pm

BRICK ranch, 4br, 2 bath
1226 screened deck off
large kitchen new roof
equipmennool shed Ap
prox 3 5 acres fenced for
horses or cattle Off Bethel
Church Rd 5 miles north
east of Murray 759-4947
after 6pm

S4spllee

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

1978 TRIUMPH Spit Fire
converbbie new engine &
fires runs great, $2650
obo 474 8400 174 8119

BUILDING lots in subdiviMC SIBERIAN HUSKIES sion with limited restrictions
top quality bloodlines (no mobile homes) Some
Blackiwhite gray/white wooded Southwest School
with blue eyes 753 8809 District natural gas city
BREEDERS Close Out water, cablevision 3 3
Special, AKC registered miles from city limits Financing available Lots as
Boxers Champion blood
line 2 female pups 7 low as $4500 753-5841 or
753-1566
weeks old one adult 3yrs
Your choice $150 Call JJ & TWO large lots in Keniana
Co 7532511. 759-2549
development Hamlin Ky
HAVE an obedient safe One extension table 6
leaves no chairs 5 cubic
dog for show or home
Classes Of private lessons feet freezer 753-7753

Pets

1 OR 26r apts near downtown Murray 753 4109

3BR brick 1 large bath
central air gas heat, very
low utilities Call 753-9822
tor appointment

7 ROOMS 2 baths 11 a
acres owner financing pos
sible Calloway County,
near lake 436-2606

or Rent

1BR close to university and
hospital some utilities paid
753 8756

1978 FORD LTD 2dr,
85 XXX &Mal mikes heat
& air new battery_ good
Urea runs good 753 2460

2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow
Shores $1250 obo Call Bit!
Smith (504) 365-0279 in
New Orleans

11:11Apertawints
1909 WISWELL Road, 2br,
14 bath
753-6266,
437 4.855

3BR 1 bath brick house
2100. so ft large lot in
Circararna 905 Fanlane
753 3793

CUSTOM PUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

753

5940

1984 DODGE work van
436 2731

1989 PLYMOUTH Voyager Turbo 4 cherry black
new Ores excellent condi
lion unbelievable low
price 753-4557

1971 CHEVY truck good
condition
$1000
489-2435
1971 JEEPSTER Commando 4 wheel drive 85
V-6 motor low miles metal
top big tires 437-4942
1983 CHEVY Suburban
454 motor 753-8965
1986 CHEVY Silverarlo
WO low mileage, excellent
condition new vel radial
garage kept
tires
753-6176 after 6pm

You Can Advertise Here For
maw
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL — 753-1916

1992 GMC Sonoma
loaded V6 air Call before
2pm 753-2783

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

0,41iihrer1

New Owner

ilietrie

.

NiCk McClure
•

Commercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimore,• Owner.

For All
Your
Portrait

753-7050

:'
4 t. Ce-li

762-1100S

T Li

010

Specializing In Underground Storage Tank
Removal and Excavating Services.
Murray, Ky. • 753-6337 or 489-2240

Call Us Anytime

,

Commercial Waste
Disposal
•-• '147....

ALPHA BUILDERS

1-800-585-6033

Bud Stewart.. Route Manag_er.

& Associates

For all your
- -1',, investigative needs!
• I
Beil-Alr Conter, Murray
.
(502) 753-3868
—_

-
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-il
e
IVE„NESS 8 *Se'MANAGffsff V
,
. IV
122 L Wood S4 - Pa

Ark/
3ID242

SO' 641 211318

10 4 0, By Apoontrnont

END of Season Special
'89 2911 Chris Craft Catalina
Fly Bridge Model 'Upper &
lower control stations
'Twin 230hp Mercs •4
KW Gen Set •Air condi
heat Best offer Over $281(
Call
boat
takes
615 356 111 week days
8-5.Sat 9-5 & Sunday 10-5

garages, decks, porches, concrete
Remi, deing,
l
work, chain link fences. Home.maintenance

All Types of Refuse Service

Mon • Mute

_.ABAWiilliiiP

S Environmental ,
Nlaintenance Contractors

Septic Tanks. Sewers & Hauling

K.TI•

Ken dr Karen

S &

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

,..,

24FT Nomad Camper fully
self contained air, awning
new refrigerator, asking
$4300 Can be seen at
Prey Campground D 36
502 437-4902

Andrus

Needs...

759-4685

1977 AIR Stream $8000
456-2883

arudito'il'oao instanaion
• Ho°•• automaton

.4-sod SMAR' 440uSE 4.sialo, • .7.

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

' .:11

Campers

ELIcTOCA, Comili•C*CAS

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
S
7 Days Per Week
MURRAY 753-9224

489-2303
.

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962
4.

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine
beginning
Available
Oct. let private boat
Storage Stella 11 ft.
wide - 30 ft. deep,

itlx10 ft. overhead
door.

Wi-,a,-# a Way to Start the Week!!

_ Dral Now —
Advertise Here!

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8723

1985 RANGER 373 V. 200
Mercury fully equipped,
excellent shape 753-0509
stel
Services
Offered
I A A-I Haul•ng tree trim
mix', tree removal. dean
Iry out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
4•36-2102 Luke Lamb
Al lA all wound mowing &
Pee thrnmmg & light haul
ing Call 436-2528 ask for
Marts

PAINTING exterior inter
ior Call Charlie Rains
753-5754
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crew Free estimates Cali
474 2307
SHEETROCK tinishng
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisrnan 492 8742

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495
AIR Conditioning Ron Hail
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallabon (502) 435-4699
435-4327
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting manta
nanoe etc Free estimates
e9 2303
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPL1ANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 ma)or
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-24.55
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759-1515

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591
CARPET arid vinyl installation and repairs Glen f3eb
ber 759 1247
CARPET Installation Carpet & vinyl commercial &
residential We install Berber tool Call 753 2504 ask
tor Mike Goforth
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats. ft Vs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
C & D HOME Repairs Call
753 9669
CHIM Chlm Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 4754
DRYWALL finishing repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallabon (502) 435 4699
435-4327
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg roofing tree work
436 2642

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center clearing
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Alm° Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fn 753 0530

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with kat
line Of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

TYPING Editing Re
term papers mark,
scripts etc $1 50,page
759 9660

Ti
days

WANTED light hauling
trees rimmed or removed
Call Don 753 2772 or
753-2320
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the 1
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FREE kittens 753 1258

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section

In

running each Monday in the classifieds You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $.10 00. for

Basc
the
7.1
Mar
3in I

Only $5 A Week!
iMinimum of 13 Weelei

and,

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
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HOROSCOPES
it fr:S1) i. SEVITNIBER 14,1993
(For sour personalt/ed dads Jeant: Dison horoscope. based inyour is n
"SS St our phone 1.1ntipali% %%ill hill sou 1)5
date of birth. call 1 -(X111-988-;
cents a minute

H %PM BIRTH1)W. l\ FHI

Tort
lead
Spez
45
TI
mg.

(A hat must he done to increase rev enues.
VIRGO I Aug. 2.3 -Sept 221.
Base your_ del1,1011S (In 1.1•1•, not
ishtul thaukinll Sac ritices kou
make for other people earn % ou
special kind ot los altk Children ksill
influence V‘ hat on do todak . Be
..
l2.CIICT011s \k ith all assistant
LIBRA Sept. 2;4 Kt 22i: Keep
detailed notes on ans business DegtI.
else siel embarnations.._.thek
rassment in the future Someone

NEAT YEAR OF VOL R
Progress is linked to a %%dimples. to
e‘press sour opinions. parte ularls
the more outrageous ones. A practical approach to business matters ksill
help build your cash resersee earls
in l'144. re% ievs the investnwnts you
made in 1993. When starting a nes%
project. encourage others to help
you. You need to look at a personal
-relationship ss ith a les,..atucal
Go for tangible results at both home
and vkork.

Limi

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Joe Penny.

it)

sourTOIMC
spell

0\ e-r you this tkening Knovs OUT
tisri tle
ili,r2rt.
SCORPIO Itht 2; Nov
211:
Pace yourselt so that sou Itake the
energy to complete a % aract of projects. !sharing authority
help a
business gross taster Prows rise. Be
\killing to abet yoiii thinking about

actresses Marv. FranCes Crrish\ and
Joey Iteatherton. feminist Kate Millen.
.ARIES I March 21 AptIl 191.
Your sunny smiles and heartfelt
compliments' make your presence
felt. Someone in a position to boost
your aims psi'', ou positive teed back. Financial gains conic kik hen
you stick to 55 hat you knov..
TAURUS .April 211-Ma\ 201:
Fight tilt a gloomy mood h\
immersing k ourself in i_s ork. se the
lunch hour for self-improvement
actis dies or recreation. A patient.
loving attitude can help restore a
romantic partnership.
iMas 21 -June 20L
You are about to enter a new arena.
Big things are ekpected of you! 1-)o
not vorrs. YOU %k ill 1110( dIsapp011n
those V. in) are counting on y«u.
Romance looks promising. Be considerate.
CANCER (June 21-Julk
Keep your ossn counsel and y tar i_s ill
soon reach a financial goal You
attract very creative people as
friends and partners. A domestic
problem may resolse itself %k ith link..
I,FRE dirk 23-Aug. 221:Reiiiaiii
upbeat and the competition ks ill
never overtake you. Plan a meeting
ith clients or customers to discuss

nquance.

SMATTAIRWS \0i_ 22 - DCL'.
1.011 may he approached about
Joining a large corporatiol1.
ne‘k
romance theses. l'al1111‘ IllendICTs
draV‘ 4. loser t4424,4 111Ct
Handle a

2I

t Manila!

Illohle111

dOnlestlk. tensflins

sk 1st:I \
.

LAK
Ogc

and

lade_

22-Jan.
',He-.
tlesileht% and
there
ill be lesser emotional
upsets. Demonstrating sour lose tor
a dear triend is noire important than
making a point
.AQTARR S i l,iii 2(1-Feb. 181:
Straighten out a misunderstanding
that could icor:n(11/e a close husi
nes. relationship. Ride \s ill} the tide.
saving that big mok e for a imire
appropriate nine ROIllante III sly'.
PRIC(MN

DeL

/IC tOnlght.
PISCES I Feh 19-‘larch 20):
Irmo% ati‘e idea c ould make \ ou a
top carnet Bess ate of eimeone he
promises sou the moon. Get ever gthicingit)
i %.k Mtn)! before taking a sillstep

constanth strke to improve themselves
TODAV'S CHILDREN
and the %kiwi& The are very responsible and \44 ill as 01(11111
01 e‘Cess.
Perceptise and ‘keil-organlied. these children mak think that ales are the
only ones vs ho can do things right. Although these S.itgos seldom hase trouble e \pressing themselves. they could hake ditf ic tilts transforming their
dreams into reales unless the are (A tIling to iecept ads ice Faithful and
considerate, these Virgos
he ser\ selectise %S hen c'hoosing a spouse

1,,trolts:, I Jr. 11,11,

t Ilti 1 our 11..“
••
Vuir,,, and ‘1, %lc, I I'll R., .114.74.: 1,4444, I ,44 Sb.

•
4 , 11
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Protect Your Asphalt Investment.
Don't Wait Until Your Parking Lot Deteriorates.

Seal Coat Today!
Parking lots • Driveways
Vie use onl% commercial sealer that lasts 3 times longer than retail sealer. We
guarantee a professional, clean, neat ;nib with the latest applicating equipment Call today for free estimates.

Murray Paving Company
"I•It, re Quail ht Doc.n't co.t

It Pays'

753-0411

Murray

81 Last Main

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows,vinyl flooring
436 2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing electrical carpentry
and general repair
753-0596
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
oral construction, remodeling garages decks, patios,
interior trim 753-0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with wocelgrain formica all colors Free esb
mates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436-5560

11-41•11,

nu ILI I

733-11111

We are moving in September
to better serve you!
New Location - 12th & Sycamore
For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric

Taking
reservations now.

LAWN mowing service In
:
cured Coleman BeneSel
phone 759.4564

$50ffic>12 mo contract
$55 mo -6 mo contract
$60 monthly rate

LICENSED for electric and
gas 7sa 7203

Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

MOODY S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668

a.

katenance
Call

IC

759-4960

••••

•

Vi

1.4

4

WINDOW & door repair
Repair re saeen re gaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs
experience 753 2330
prompt SenviCO

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
Neutonstruction - Repairs

7534408

SUrneS

Attention
Classi ed Advertisers!

Al AL S hauling yard
work, tree removal mow
mg
Free estimates
759 1683

Service All work guaranteed
753 1134 or
436-5832

11,
Dial-A-Service

CAMP

1984 STRATUS 375 V with
1987 Mercury 150 Call
753-8313 ask toe Jason

PLANNING your dream
house making additions or
lust remodeling/ Let mo
help Reasonable rates
Call 759-9924 alter 5pm or
MUST sell' 1982 Trans Am, please leave message
V-8 auto, pis, pie p/w, new
Ores, runs good', body in BACKI-40E Service - ROY
good condition. $1800 obo HILL Septic system drive1986 Celebrity, body in ways, hauling foundations,
good condition, runs per- etc 759 4664
fect $2900 753-2366
BOB S Plumbing Repair

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
es sueauev kluRRAN, (Berund Bunny Bread)

Services
Wired

CAR stereo installer, experience required Send resume to PO Box 48 Murray Ky 42071

1986 (LATE) Gts4C Safari,
bought new, never
wrecked excellent condi
bon Phone 753 1628

3 OR 4tx home newly remodeled nice appliances
gas heat $450mo, deposit
& references required
ROBERTS Realty Callo753 8767 or 753-2339
way County's oldest and
5BR 2 bath bock home most reliable real estate
Newly decorated city con agency For all your real
venience & large lot Call estate needs call them to753 5246 between day -at 753 16511 Syca9am 3pm for details
more and 12th St
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Mese
Islet
Re
papers rnanu
$1 501page

Editing

light hauling
ed or removed
753-2772 or

I door repair
cream re-glaze
✓ wood - 20yrs
s 753-2330
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* 753-1258
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 13, the 256th day of 1993. There are 109
days left in the year.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
On Sept. 13. 1788, the U.S. Constitutional Convention authorized
the first national election, and declared New York City the temporary
national capital.
On this date:
In 1759. during the final French and Indian War, the British
defeated the French on the Plains of Abraham overlooking Quebec
City.
In 1803. Commodore John Barry, considered by many the father of
the American Navy, died in Philadelphia.
In 1851, American medical pioneer Walter Reed was born in
Gloucester County. Virginia.
In 1949, the Ladies Professional Golf Association of America was
formed in New York City, with Patty Berg as its first president.
In 1971, a four-day inmates' rebellion at the Attica Correctional
Facility in upstate New York ended as police and guards stormed the
prison; the ordeal and final assault claimed 43 lives.
In 1977, Leopold Stokowski, one of the best-known symphonic
conductors of all time, died in Hampshire, England, at age 95.
In 1989, Fay Vincent was named commissioner of Major League
Baseball, succeeding the late A. Bartlett Giamatti (Vincent resigned
the post last year).
Ten years ago: The Reagan administration announced that U.S.
Marines in Lebanon would be allowed to call on American naval and
air power not only to defend themselves, but other Western forces
and, under certain circumstances, the Lebanese army.
Five years ago: As Hurricane Gilbert made its way toward Mexico's
Yucatan Peninsula, forecasters reported the barometric pressure of
Gilbert's center measured a low of 26.13 inches, making it the
strongest hurricane ever recorded in the Western Hemisphere.
One year ago: Stefan Edberg defeated Pete Sampras to win the U.S.
Open title in New York, a day after Monica Seles beat Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario to win her seventh Grand Slam title.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Claudette Colbert is 88. Singer Mel
Torme is 68. TV producer Fred Silverman is 56. British Labor Party
leader John Smith is 55. Former White House spokesman Larry
Spcakes is 54. Actress Jacqueline Bisset is 49. Actress Nell Carter is
45.
Thought for Today: "Better to be without logic than without feeling." — Charlotte Bronte, English author'(1816-1855).
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The new Roy Stewart Stadium
at Murray State -University will
be in use for the first time for the
Murray State and Western Carolina football game on Sept. IS.
Frank Ryan drew No. 1 to
become first person to own a box
seat at the stadium at a meeting
of Big M Club held Sept. 10 at
Captain's Kitchen,
Guy Billington...Rotarian and
Murray insurance agent, spoke at
a meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House,
Murray High School Tigers
beat Heath 19 to 0 in a football
game at Holland Stadium,
tviurray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Homer McCoy,
Aug. 29, and a girl' to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Boyd. Sept, 2.
Thirty years ago
The Grand Jury of September

DEAR ABBY. I was asked by a
co-worker if I had a certain book
with information on saints for a
study she was doing an the subject
I said yes, and she asked if she
add-borrow it 1 delivered-the hook
to her, and after she had had it for
about a month. I said if she was
through with it, 1 would like to have
it returned. Without her giving nit'
a yes or no, more time elapsed and
still no book. so I asked her again
She said: "Promise you Won't get
upset. but remember when my car
was stolen'? Well, your task was in
the trunk of my car
asked her to please check the

car, and the garage where her car
DEAR DISGUSTED: Not all
had been serviced following its
-Bible people" practice what
return. I heard nothing from her, so
they read in the Bible, and your
I asked her again She said she -for- .friend may he one of them. Tell
got" to look
her why the hook is so imporAbby, to replace this out-of-pnnt
tant to you, and offer to go with
book would cost $140 I told her this
her to the garage where the car
and she said. -Oh. the $140 would
was returned to help her make
Is' no problem."
the inquiry. If the hook is not
Meanwhile, not a word has been
located, advise her that you are
mentioned about it, and now I have- initiating a hook search to
the feeling that she has no intention
obtain a replacement copy —
of paying for a replacement Vhat and you plan to send her the hill.
can I do" My late husband left me
this book_ I am so mad at myself.
HISta'STED WITH
BIBLE PEOPLE IN N..1
DEAR ABBY • I have a good

AND WNEN I COME OUT, 1
WANT TO SEE 'fl•ING5
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CATHY
YOU'RE FAT, ELECTRA, BUT

IT'

ILIST VACATION FAT. ITS NEW
FAT. END-Of -SUMMER FAT!

&ET RID Of THE MT NOW 0E7
RID Of THE FAT MORE IT
UNPACKS ITS BAGS, HAN6S
ITS THINGS IN VOuR CLOSET
THERE'S STU_ TIRE FOR YOU! ND STARTS WIRING ALL
ITS LITTLE fRINDS OVERT
IT ISN'T MT FAT YET! IT
SETTLED IN AND WELDED TO YOUR PERSONALITY!
YOU STIR HAVE A CHANCE!
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Scene from "The Crying Game II: the Rural Version"
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Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sykes and
children, Andrea and Ted, have
returned from a three weeks' vacation in parts of Colorado,
Wyoming, Oregon, Californing
and other western states.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey
Jr. have been visiting 'relatives in
Houston, Texas.

DEAR STUMPED: You are to
be commended for your sensitivity. If wearing your friend's
jewelry would make you feel
uncomfortable (or sad) because
you came by it due to her misfortune, perhaps you could buy
it as an investment and not
wear it.
Since she "desperately needs
the cash," it would be an act of
generosity to buy some of her
jewelry, and if her fortunes
reverse, she could buy it hack.
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The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club had a
luncheon at the summer cottage
of Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Bailey Sr..
inthe Cyprus Creek Area of Kentucky Lake.

friend whose husband was a multimillionaire, but due to recent business reversals, he has fallen on
hard times.
My friend has offered to sell me
some of her jewelry. I own some
very fine jewelry. and I don't really
need any more, but she said she
desperately needs the cash right
now and I can well afford it.
I'm torn. I wonder how I would
feel wearing a diamond bracelet or
an emerald ring knowing it must
have pained my friend to part with
it.
Perhaps someone who has been
in my position will write with some
helpful advice because I am
stumped. Please do not indicate the
city from whichAis came.
FRANKLY STUMPED
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Forty years ago
The stock barn and crib
belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Al
Farless were destroyed by fire on
Sept. II.
Patricia Ann Futrell and Gene
Thomas Wells were married Sept.
5
muantayF.irst Methodist Church,
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term of Calloway County Circuit
Court returned 15 indictments in
its report to Circuit Judge Earl,
Osborne yesterday.
About half of a truck load of
188 hogs were killed the night of
Sept. 11 when a big double-deck
tuck overturned on the New Concord Highway and over 100
others were scattered up and
down the highway. The truck,
driven by Frank Leath, was
cnroute from Mayfield to Nashville, Tenn. He was hospitalized
with injuries.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Roberson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Valentine,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Duncan, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Brown, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Walker, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby

Ten years ago
The new section of Kentucky
94 from east city limits eastward
to a distance of 0.87 miles will be
open to traffic at 10 a.m. on Sept.
14. The project, started last fall,
includes three bridges across
Clarks River and the two sloughs.
Mary Ryan, fifth grade teacher
and former administrator in Murray Independent School System.
has been named to Kentucky for
Excellence in Education Task
Force.
Murray High School Band
placed first and Calloway County
High School Band place third in
Class A competition at Trigg
County Invitational Marching
Band Contest.
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club met at campsite of
Garlon and luta Hutson at Kenlake State Park.
74enty years ego

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
JON! THERE'S
A BIG, HAIRY
SPiPER
IN THE
BATHROOM!

1
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

41 Small child
42 Woody plant
43 Airline Info
44 Ventilates
45 Article
47 Kind of
collar
49 "Rat —"
53 Snub
57 Female sheep
58 Giver of gift
SO Emerge
victorious
81 Marry
152 "Sliver"
star
83 "—,A Dog"

1 Sailor
coiloo
4 — tire
9 Be in debt
12 Mountain on
Crete
13 "Law 8 —•'
14 On behalf of
15 Irritate
17 Disagree
19 Was borne
21 Alien ID
22 Server
25 Anger
27 Animal
enclosure
31 TV's Dr
Fleischman
32 Moved Ins
quick manner
34 Near
35 Caspian —
MI Roman
bronze
37 Nickel
symbol
38 Able
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2 Poem
3 Flying
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4 Harrison Ford
role
5 Part of
sentence
Paid notice
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7 Crimson
8 Goddess of
discord
9 Away
10 Sorrow
11 Go astray
18 Attempt
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nonce.
20 Period of
time
22 Pamphlet
23 Moving part
of motor
24 Hebrew
month
26 Efflux
28 Alternative
word
29 Choir voice
30 Prepares for
print
32 Diocese
33 Fondle
35 Lance
39 Myself
40 Summer in
Paris
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443 Bows
48 Monster
49 Church
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50 Solemn
wonder
51 "Bicesorn"
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DEAR DR 'Gorr I take 500 mg of
tetracycline daily for acne Will the
antibiotic mask the symptoms of sexu
ally transmitted diseases, such as
syphilis and gonorrhea? Would the
' antibiotic eliminate the disease with
out my knowledge of being exposer
DEAR READER: Tetracycline.
although a good antibiotic, is not an
especially powerful one. It is primarily
useful in treating skin disorders, such
as acne, and mild respiratory tract
infections, such as bronchitis.
Tetracycline is not particularly effee
• live against sexually transmitted diseases. for which stronger antibiotics
are ordinarily prescribed. For exam
pie. tetracycline is not recommended
for treating syphilis or gonorrhea. for
which penicillin and its derivatives
are more appropriate
Nonetheless. tetracycline may. as
you suggest. -mask" venereal dis
eases: the bacteria can be somewhat
inhibited (making diagnosis by barter
ial analysis difficult without really
affecting the contagiousness of these
diseases Therefore. I'd have to con
dude that tetracycline would not pro

WIUUUU

IIUU

tect you against sexually transmitted
diseases
nor will it completely
eliminate the microorganisms once
you are exposed. In short, you will still
have ti3 be cautious by practicing
"safe sex" and having appropriate
medical examinations when neces
sary
PEAR DR.(;OTT Should divertic
ulosis he surgically removed before it
becomes diverticulitis? Mine is caus
ing numerous problems. including
diarrhea
DEAR READER No, no. absolutely
not
Most adults have diverticulosis
(harmless outpouchings and sacs in
the intestinal lining). which causes- no
symptoms other than infrequent diar
rhea On occasion, however. these
sacs can become inflamed, leading to
bleeding. pain or abscesses This is
diverticulitis and is treated with
antibiotics 'and.- if necessary,
surgery to remove the diseased por
lion of colon
No-reputable study or autluway has
recommended surgery for diverticulo
sis (to prevent diverticulitis'. the risks
and consequences simply do not out
weigh the disadvantages
Although thee is no cure or preventive strategy for diverticulosis.
some gastroenterologists recommend
that people with this condition avoid
foods with small seeds, such as raspberries. raisins and strawberries I
should add that there is no conducive
proof that this prohibition is effective
in all patients.
To give you more information, 1 am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Diverticular Disease" Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 25 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163 Be sure to men
lion the title
• Moo NrAVSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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'Perry Mason' star Raymond Burr dies

DEATHS

•

- ;
•

Mrs. Mary (Doris) Crick Irvin
Memorial services for Mrs. Mary (Doris) Crick Irvin will be
today at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
Benton.
Mrs. Irvin, 61, Rt. 5, Mayfield. died Friday at 5 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
She was .a member of Mt. Cannel United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Rudy Edwards; her
father, Edward Crick; and.one brother, Charles Crick.
Survivors include two sons. Randy Edwards, Mayfield. and
Burton Edwards. Draffenville; her mother, Mrs. Eva Crick, Brewers; two sisters, Mn. Shirley Smith, Ri 1, Kirksey. and Mrs.
Blanch Beach. Benton; half sister, Mrs. Rava Nell Pillow,
Raton Rouge, La.; -two brothers, Marion Crick, Pah, and
Jimmy Crick. Kirksey.

Mrs. Donna Short Story
The funeral for Mrs. Donna Short Story will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Will
McSweeney will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Shane Jackson, Steve Jackson, Danny
Wayne Miller, Tony Rowe. Terry Burnett, Bobby Story, James
Gauls and James Humphries.
Burial will follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday).
Mrs. Story, 37, •RI. I. Mayfield, died Saturday at 7:28 p.m.
at- Pinelake Medical Center, Mayfield. (See accident story on
page 2).
She was a member of Cuba Church of Christ. Born June 25,
1956, in Obion County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late
Clifton Short and Oleta Wright Short. One daughter. Emily
Jackson McReynolds, died from injuries in the same accident.
Survivors include her husband, David Story; three daughters,
Jessica Story, Kimberly Story and Elaine Story, all of Rt. 1,
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Dale Smith. Rt. 2, Wingo, and Mrs.
Delma Miller, Rt. 1, Water Valley; one grandchild, Dustin
Byron Bradley McReynolds.

Mrs. Emily Jackson McReynolds

1

The funeral for Mrs. Emily Jackson McReynolds will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapekof Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield.. The Rev. Ray Provow will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tony Holmes, Tommy Holmes. Mark
White, Phil Bynum, Tony McReynolds and .Kenneth Jackson.
Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today .
(Monday).
Mrs. McReynolds, 16, Mayfield, died Saturday at 7:48 p.m.
at Pinelake Medical Center, Mayfield. (See accident story on
page 2).
She was a junior at Graves - County Hig▪ h School. Born March
.22, 1977, at Mayfield, she was the daughter of Edward Jackson
and Donna Short Story who died in the same, accident. Her
grandparents, Clifton and Oleta Short, also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include her husband, Michael McReynolds, and her
son, Dustin Bryon Bradley McReynolds, Mayfield; her father
and stepmother, Edward and Dorothy Jackson, Martin, Tenn.;
her stepfather, David Story, Mayfield; grandparents, James E.
and Betty C. Jackson, Water Valley; three sisters, Jessica Story,
Kimberly Story and Elaine Story. all of Mayfield; stepsister,
Michelle Bynum, Martin, Tenn.; two stepbrothers, Phil Bynum,
Martin, Tenn.. and Grady Capps, Louisiana.

Student Support Services
at MSU is awarded grant
Murray State University's Student Support Services, a federallyfunded educational program, has
been awarded a S142,776 grant by
the U.S. Department of Education
for Sept. 1, 1993 through Aug. 31,
1994.
In addition to benefitting the
Nersi,...s provided by the program,
tho guidelines of the grant stipulates
that program personnel must monitor students' acadernic.. work by
.,•ro,ling mid-semester progress reaccording to Velvet Wilson,
director of the Student Support
S.Tvices at Murray State.
Services are limited to only 160
students. In order to participate in
Student Support Services students
must meet one of the following
criteria: be a first generation student
(no one in his family has ever
received a baccalaureate degree);
needy of financial aid; or has a
physical disability. In order to quality for the services, students must
alNo demonstrate a reason for their
need of academic support.
The variety of service's offered by
the program which will benefit from
the grant are individual tutoring in
the general education courses,
academic counseling, financial aid
counseling (completing forms and
trouble-shooting), career develop-

ment, personal development and a
study skills workshop. Student Support Services helps the physically
challenged by providing taped text
books, test prompting, note readers
and mobility aide. A class to help
students who are undecided in their
career is also offered. Designed for
students to explore interests, abilities and goals, the class is a three
hour credit course offered in the
spring.
"Our goal is to Work with freshmen and sophomore students and
serve as a support system for them
during school," said Wilson. "Although we only serve freshmen and
sophomores, we arc successful if
they follow through until graduation." •

Raymond Burr, the portly actor
who became a TV icon as a
crime-solving lawyer in the longrunning "Perry Mason" series,
died at his Northern California
ranch. He was 76.
Burr died at home Sunday
night in the Sonoma County community of Dry Creek, Calif.
Burr's friend Charles Macaulay
said Burr's physician, Paul Margulio, gave the cause of death as
metastatic cancer of the liver.
In mid-August, Burr completed
location work in Denver for his
last Perry-Mason TV film, "The
Case of the Killer Kiss," reporting to the set at 4 a.m. despite his
illness.
Burr, who had a busy film
career before "Perry Mason."
also starred as the crusty.
wheelchair-using San Francisco
detective in the NBC series
"Ironside," which ran from 1967
to 1975. Toward the end of his
life, his illness forced him to use
a wheelchair for real.
"Perry Mason" became television's most successful lawyer
series, appearing weekly on CBS
for nine seasons from 1957- to
1966. The formula was always
the same. Aided by investigator
Paul Drake (William Hopper) and
secretary Della Street (Barbara
Hale), Mason ferreted out the
truth and foiled prosecutor
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There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program. And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Home Owned and Operated
713 South

Fourth St.

gone, 1 wanted him to see the
beauty of his country and its

people."
The actor devoted himself to
his career and to helping Amen.
can servicemen. He visited Korea
15 times during the war and
toured Vietnam 13 times, not as
an entertainer but as a familiar
figure who talked to soldiers in
outposts and hospitals.
Burr escaped from Hollywood
when he wasn't working. For
several years he owned an island
retreat in Fiji — "a far more
-civilized place-than -California- or
New York City." In.recenttimes
he owned a 40-acre orchard and
sheep farm in Sonoma, where he
lived with actor Robert Bentvides. his longtime business
associate.
Burr is survived by his sistcr,
Geraldine Fuller of Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Piero will be no funeral, and
Burr's body will be cremated,
said George Faber. a longtime
friend. Faber said a memorial service would be arranged.
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Opening lead — six of hearts.
The 1992 World Team Olympiad
was won by France, which defeated
the United States in the 96-deal final. Today's hand, on which the
French gained 12 IMPa, occurred
early in the match.
When Alain Levy and Nerve
Mouiel sat North-South for France,
the bidding wentas shown and West,
Eric Rodwell, led a heart. No doubt
many declarers would have taken
the first heart and cashed the A-K of
diamonds without giving the matter
much thought. When the diamond
queen failed to fall and the club ace
later proved to be offside,they would
have finished down at least one, unable to reach the A-K ofspades in the
closed hand.
But this was the final ofthe world
championship,and Mouiel,as would
be expected, spotted the virtually
sure way to nine tricks. After taking
the first heart in dummy, he led the
diamond deuce to his ten.This lost to
West's queen, but the diamond nine
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was established as an entry to the
closed hand and there was no way
the defenders could stop declarer
from scoring five diamonds, two
hearts and two spades for a total of
nine tricks.
At the other table,the U.S. North South pair of Michael Rosenberg and
Seymon Deutsch reached five diamonds. Rosenberg, North, won the
opening heart lead and played the AK of trumps. He then cashed his
other high heart and ruffed a heart
in dummy. Next came the A -K of
spades and a spade ruff, followed by
a diamond to West's queen.
Had West started with precisely a
3-3-3-4 pattern, he would have been
forced to -return a club to dummy's
king at this point, allowing North-to
get home safely. As it was, though.
West was able to exit with his last
spade. Rosenberg had no choice but
to ruff Ind lead a club to the king.
and when West produced the ace,the
contract was down one.
.
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'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"
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"This is the kind of guts that
you have before you're 20," he
once said. "Somebody asks you
to play *Macbeth,' you say. 'I'll
be ready tomorrow.' Now l'd
say, 'Yes, but I need a year to
work on it."
During World War II, he
served in the U.S. Navy.
Burr suffered personal tragedies over the years. His first wife,
actress Annette Sutherland, died
in a 1943 plane crash. His second
marriage, to Isabella Ward, ended
in divorce. His third wife. Laura
Morgan; died ef- tamer -ifr- 1955.
Two years before, his only child,
Michael Evan Burr, died of
leukemia at 10.
,Burr rarely talked publicly
about his personal life. But in a
Parade magazine article in 1991,
he recalled:
"When I knew my boy was
going to die. I didn't accept it but
I knew it. I took time off for what
remained of his life — one year
— and we traveled all around the
United States together. Before my
boy left, before his time was

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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Hamilton Burger (William Talman) at trial's end, often with a
dramatic courtroom confession
from the real culprit.
Burr returned to the TV courtroom in 1985 for a two-hour
movie "Perry Mason." It was the
highest rated TV movie that year,
prompting periodic returns each
season. In all, he made 26 of the
Perry Mason films.
The Canadian -born Burr
arrived in Hollywood in 1946
after World War II service and he
made his film debut in "San
Quentin." He worked steadily,
often as the villain because of his
formidable presence and sad,
threatening eyes.
Among his memorable roles:
as the prosecutor of Montgomery
Chit in "A Place in the Sun";
the stalker of Natalie Wood in
"A Cry in the Night"; the murderer James Stewart sees from his
apartment in "Rear Window."
His other films include:
"Ruthless," "The Adventures of
Don Juan," "Key to the City,"
"Nlect Danny Nilson," "Tanan
and the She-Devil." "You're
Never Too Young," "Tomorrow
Never Comes."
Burr appeared in the first
"Godzilla" movie, playing an
American reporter in scenes
inserted into the Japanese original for the U.S. release. He
missed the chance for a nest egg:
"I tried desperately to get a piece
of the action, but they wouldn't
give it to me. But I did get paid
for one day's work — more than
anyone else was ever paid."
"Perry Mason" provided the
security that few actors achieve.
The series was an immediate ratings winner, and Burr was
awarded the Emmy for best series
actor in 1959 and 1961.
"Perry Mason went on the air
When people were first buying
television sets," Burr said in an
Associated Press interview this
year. "A lot of people in this
country didn't know what their
legal system was all about. I'm
sure just from the people who
have watched the show over the
years, particularly the minorities,
they found out the system of justice was for them."
Raymond William Stacy Burr
was born in New Westminster,
British Columbia, on May 21,
1917. His parents divorced when
he was 6, and Raymond grew up
in Vallejo, Calif.., where his
grandfather ran a small hotel.
In later years, Burr related the
family's privations during the
Depression. A junior high school
dropout, he worked at many jobs:
traveling salesman, store clerk,
hotel manager, forest ranger.
ranch hand ("1 mended fences
and herded sheep and piled rocks
from one place to another.")
A role in a church play got him
interested in acting. A handsome,
sturdy six-footer, he spent &summer at a Toronto theater and was
hired for a tour of England with a
repertory company.
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